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All the news that's fit to print
HA RA.
VOLUMEXXVII, NO 40
SMITH HO MORRISON DEE
PLACE ON THE 0::FICIAL BALLOT
NAN IS GIVEN GRANd OVATION
BY THE PEOPLE Of KENTUCKY
County Clerk's Office Claims They 
Failed to File Certificates of Ncminatio 
The Great Commoner is Enthusiastica' y Creeted Ey Cheering Thousands And
Within the Time Prescribed by tee Law. 
Makes Three Speeches and Two Short Talks.
Political circles are astir over 
the
latest development in the race 
for
sheriff and county judge of 
Chris-
tian county. The Democratic 
can:
didates, David Smith and Chas. 
W.
Morrison have been denied a 
place
on the official ballot. It is cl
aimed
at the office of the county clerk tha
t,
under the Kentucky statutes, cert
i-
ficates of nomination must be fil
ed
fifteen days prior to the election,
and that neither Mr. Smith nor Mr.
Morrison had attended to this matter
The Republicans are claiming that
there is no legal way in which the
names of the Democratic nominees
can he printed either uneler the
Democratic device or elsewhere on
the ballots which will be used in
November, having forfeited their
right by failure to have.the nomina-
tions certified to the county clerk
within the time prescribed by law.
The Republicans furthermore 'al-
Mr. Smith and Mr. Morrison
state that they are in the race to
stay, whether their names appear
on the ballot or not. There is
nothing whatever in the law to
prevent their being voted for in
the November election. They will
in due time issue a statement to
voters, stating definitely the man-
ner in which they can be voted
for.
lege that the enly;manner in which
Messrs. Smith and Morrison can he
voted for will be for the voter to
write their names on the ballot in
blank lines underlheadings of the
offices in the Democratic column.
Mr.Smith states that it is his under
standing that the certificate, under
construction of the law by the courts
In reference to elections held for fil-
ling vacancies, can be filed anytime
within eight days of the election.
The legal status of the question is
being closely investigated.
GEN. P. WAT HARDIN
WILL SPEAK AT THE COURT-
HOUSE SA URDAY
Noted Kentucky Democrat
Given a Warm welcome by the
People.
I and every report says that he was
never more eloquent or convincing
I in his arguments for Democracy
than he is at this time. He has been
making speeches for thee'Democrat-
ic ticket all over the state and every-
where he has appeared:he has pro-
voked great enthusiasm and has
made votes for the Democrats.
One of the largest] crowds of the
cam pal n is expected to be here
Will B 
next Saturday to hear ;Mr. Hardin
e 
and no one will be disappointed in
his speech.
The next political event in Hop-
kinsville will be the speech here
next Saturday afternoon by Hon.
P. Wa.t Hardin, the Democratic
war horse.
Mr. Hardin was a dominant figure
in Kentucky politics for many years
GEN. P. WATT HARDIN.
A STATEMEN1
To whom it may concern:
It came to my knowledge, a few
days ago, that it wasibeing circulated
over this county, for political pur-
poses, that i. had said that Judge C.
0. Prowse had off3red to appoint or 
Bryan the culmination of one of the that the crowd could
sell me, the sheriff's office before he 
busiest days of the campaign,, and check its enthusiasm
removed Mr. Smith, ex-sheriff, if I 
the outpouring here equalled and allow him to speak.
would give him one thousand dol- 
possibly surpassed anything in the Three Speeches.
way of a demonstration the candi-
date has met with since he was not-
me the sheriff's office at any time, 
ifled of his nomination.
NEW PICTURE OF WILIJAM J. BRYAN.
iars. Now this is false aed untrue.
He never offered to appoint or sell
and any one circulating such re-
port knows such is false and untrue, From the time he left New Al-
and I authorize any one at any bany, Ind., just across the Ohio riv-
speaking,where such words are used, er, until he spoke his final words of
to correct and denounce same as farewell, Mr. Bryan was the recip-
false and untrue. I have always lent of a continuous ovation. Arriv-
been for law and order and I wish ing in Louisville with the reception
to see every one have a fair show committee on two special trolley
and that things are not misrepre- cars,he passed tie ()ugh an unbroken
sented. lane of people from the rivar's edge
Respectfully, until he reached Phoenix Hill park
wl dl H. H. GOLAY. at the opposite end of the city, seven
miles away. As the cars baring the
party reached the heart of town
LOUIS 'I [ALE, Ky., Oct. 21.— shopping district was so great that
Passing in review before thousands police reserees were unable to man-
of people along the line of march !age it. Women and children; were
and followed by a parade of many endangered at a number of congest-
thousands of marchers and speaking •ed points and many minor accidents
to more people tl.an the:sound of his occurred as the result of overcrowd-
voice could possibly reach, William lug.
Jennings Bryan last night made a
brief sally south of the Ohio river.
The rally in Louisville was for Mr.
Box Supper.
A box supper will be given at Sink-
'mg Fork Christian church Saturday
iight. Everybody invited. Proceeds
will be used for benefit of church.
t&w
Great Ovation.




at Phoenix Hill parkiMr.
cheered for fifteen min-
was only with difficulty
be induced to
Long enough to
He found it necessary to deliver
three addresses—one to an audience
that packed Phoenix hall, another
to an even larger crowd in the 'Sark
outside and a third to the paraders
massed in an open space near the
park. He also made short speeches
at two other points, one of them be-
ing addressed to a delegation of rail-
road Mpi0.% •-;13.
In beginning each of his three
speeches, Mr. Bryan devoted con-
siderable attention to the welcome
given him. HP iit-Clar.,ft, „mid fran-
tic yells, that the turn-out had been
of such a size as to leave the Demo-
era's no option but to make "My
olit Kentucky Home" the national
procession over a mile long. %vole', ticr 1.1 Jett) when they assumed charge
was waiting to beein Its mar, Ii to ,e the administration. Before he
Phoenix ill. The crush eking tee hni spoken in the hall more than
line of march it, the (town lowto five minutes, Mr. Bryau found it
IlimmelliiiiiiiMmisammemmoolvimpWsmsersr ... broom
Increase Your Crops.USINGBY E
COMBINED
FERTILIZERS!
Raw Bone and Guana Mixture,




We have it in all sizes. The Kentucky, Drill has gi
Cone-shaped Bearing on Disc. Guaranteed
against wear or breakage for five years.
Paris Green arid Paris Green
Sprayers!
Come in and Examine Our Goods
Before You Buy.
F. A. YOST CO.
INCORPORATED
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
necessary to issue a witty but pre-
emptory order to the crowd around
the platform to give way, the crowd
obeying just in time to prevent the
possible injury of a hundred or more
persons who were standing upon
chairs and were endangered by the
throng pressing in from the outside.
A mass of people unable to get back
on the floor were swaying danger:
ously.
Two Points
Mr. Bryan's main address em-
phasized two points. He repeated
his charge that the Republicans
were expecting to buy the election
DEBTS OF S8,000
Hopkinsville Machinist Goes Into
Bankruptcy.
Milton Homer McGrew, of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., filed a petition in
bankruptcy in the United States
court_on Monday. The petitioner is
a machinist and his schedule shows
that he ows debts to the amount of
89,448.65, and his assets are $6,345.00.
Only one Owensboro firm is involv-
ed with the petitioner. This is the
if purchase was possible, and de- Guenther Wright Machine company
clared that a high tariff was a breed- whose claim is $19.32.—Owensboro
er of panics. Messenger.
The visit to Louisville was of but
three hours' duration, but in that
time the Democratic candidate made
five speeches.
The Bryan special left at 11 o'clock
over the Baltimore & Ohio railroad
for Newark, Ohio, where the first of
a series of speeches in that state was
made early this morning.
Mrs. R. A. Burnett, of Cadiz,
the city.
Her Health Recovered.
Mrs. H. Bohn and daughter Mrs.
S. Klein have returned from Cincin-
nati, where Mrs. Klein has been for
several weeks in the Dr. Hall hospi-
tal in which she underwent a very
serious but entirely successful opera--
tion. Her many friends and relatives
is in are rejoicing to see her back enjoy-
ing the best of health.
DON'T WAIT UNTIL COLD WEATHER
BEFORE LAYING IN YOUR WINTER COAL. LET US FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE
Famous Oak Hill 'No.9 Coal
It has been sold on this market for years. It is free from slate and other foreign matter. No coal on the market tha
t
produces more heat. No clinkers left in your grate. I have leased the Forbes Coal Yard on L. & N. railroad
 and 13th
St. Phone me your order Honest Weights, Good Coal an] PROMPT Deliveries.
GASOLINE FRED JACKSON COAL DEALER
HOME PHOND 1569 CUMB PHONE 59
e.
a
CITY OF HENDERSON HAS A VISIT
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FROM AMATEUR NIGHT RIDERS, UNITED DAUGHTERS OF CONFEDERACY
AND HOPKINSVILLE FIRM SUe
-
FERS A LOSS. CASE REVERSED,
FRANKFORT, Ky., Oct. W.—The
CONCRETE PAVEMENT TORN UP court of appeals today 
reversed the
judgment of the Christian circuit
court in the case of the L. & N. R.
R. vs. Veach's administrator.
Objected to the Employment of Negro
Laborers By the Meacham
Construction Company.
The Henderson Journal Says:
The Night Riders paid a second
visit to this city last night, but this
time more than tacking a sign was
done.
Some time last night a crowd of
men tore up some of the concrete
gutter that had been laid by the
Meacham Contracting Company on
.Letcher street between Helm and
Clay itreets. A iiign was tacked up
warning the managers not to have
negro employes do the work.
Tilree blocks of the concrete curb
and gutter, now under construction
were destroyed near the corner of
Helm and Letcher and about twelve
more in the same square were mark-
ed up so as to necessitate refacing.
No one has any idea up to the pres-
ent, who the guilty parties are, but
they are known to be men, judging
by the large shoe prints that were
left.
A stick with a board on it m ai
stuck in the ground and on this was
tacked a sign printed in large letters
with a pencil. A cardboard irom a
cracker box was used and the entire
surface was consumed in making
these words, which contained some
blood spots:
•





Besides destroying the gutter, the
tool wagon was pulled oil to a field
a good distance away on the belt
line, and this morning when found
it required six big men to nil it
back to the working place. Someone
in the neighborhood heard a lot of
rumbling noises about 3 o'clock this
morning, but that is all that is defin-
itely known at present, though the
destroyers left so many plain clews
that there is no doubt the guilty
ones will soon be found, although
the authorities will act slowly and
surely in the matter.
Will Complete Contract.
The Henderson Gleaner says:
Rodman Meacham, of Hopkins-
ville,is manager of the Meacham
Contracting company, and when
seen by a Gleaner reporter Thmsday
morning expressed the strongest
determination of completing the
contract, but failed to state whether
or not he will retain the twenty-five
negroes whose presence is objected
to. There are two or three Hender-
son negroes in the crowd, but most
ol them were brought here by the
company.
A ;number of persons living on
East clay street were awakened by
the "Night Riders," as they term
tliemselves, as they were hauling
thelool house down that street, but
thought the noise was made by a
passing hack and no investigations
Were made.
Going West.
Hugh Hammock of near Hopkins-
Ville, a former c:tizen of Sturgis,
was mixing with old friendi here
bast week. He has so:d his nice
farm in Christian county of 280
acres, coming out with over five
thousand dollars profit. He does
not know just what he will do, but




The Cincinnati Post says: John F.
:Robinson, millionaire circus man,
:was Monday sued again by one of
:his children. This time it is his son.
John G. Robinson, who is suing,and
!he demands an accounting on the
'dividend of one-fourth interest in 95
'shares of U. S. Playing Card corn-
/pithy stock, which he says amounts
to ;160,876. This stock, he says was
;left him by his mother, and that his
:father became his guardian. He
charges that John F. Robinson has
• failed to make an accounting. Sat-
lurday the elder Robinson was sued
:for an accounting by two of his
I daughters for their share in the
stock.
The old circus man recently mar-
ried his nurse.
Mr. Veach, a market man, was
killed by a train, and the jury gave
damages in the sum of ;5,000.
NIGHTS OF UNREST
No Sleep, No Rest, No Peace for the
Sufferer From Kidney Trouble.
No:peace for:the kidney sufferer—
Pain and distress from morn to
night.
Get up with a lame back,
Twinges of backache bother you
all day,
Dull aching breaks your rest at
night,
Urinary disorders add to your
misery.
Get at the cause—cure the kidneys
Doan's Kidneys Pills will work
the cure.
They're for the kidneys only—
W. Gr: Dodd, farmer, Cadiz, Ky.,
says: "My kidney trouble was
brought on by a fall and I suffered
from the complaint for over eight
years. There were severe pains in
the small of 'Ls, back and if I at-
tempted to stoop or lift, sharp
twinges would dart through my
body. I could not sleep well at
night on account of the aching in
my back and during the day was
easily tired. My eyesight was blur-
red, I suffered from dizzy spells and
also had :headaches. Occasionally
my kidneys would become disorder-
ed and at such times the secretions
would be free in action. For three
or four weeks prior to using Doan's
Kidney Pills, I had been unable ,to
do any work. After taking a few
oses of this remedy I was able to
go to work and I am happy to state
that I have not lost any time on ac-
count of kidney trouble since."
Plenty more proof like this from
Hopkinsviile people. Call at L. A.
Johnson & Co's.. drug store and ask
what their customers report.
For sale by all dealers. Price 5(
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole ; gents for the
United States. Remember the name
Doan's --and take no other.
Maj. Garnett at Home.
Hon. Jas. B. Garnett and wife
reached home last week from Hop-
kinsville where they have been for a
week since leaving Dawson. The
condition of Maj. Garnett remains
unchanged and he stays pretty close
to his home, though is up most 01
the time. His brother, Warfleld
Garnett, and wife, of Pembroke,
have been here for several days.-
Cadiz Record.
iemen as Well as Men Are tot
Miserable by Kidney and
Bladder Trouble.
Kidney trouble preys upon thc mind
isccurages and lessens ambition ; beauty,
vigor and cheerful.
ness soon disappeal
when the kidneys arc




that it is not unconi-
mon for a child to
born afflicted with
OMMIOMMEIMI 
1,Neak kidne,-s. If the
AIM urinates too often, if the urine scalth
:he flesh, or if, when the child reaches an
.ore when it should be able to control tilt
oassage, it is yet afflicted with bed-wet-
ing, depend upon it, the cause of the diffi-
;may is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
rise important organs. This unpleasant
ttouble is due to a diseased condition of
tne kidneys and bladder and not to
nabit as most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miser-
able with kidne- and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
rue mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon .ealized. It is sold
by druggists, in fifty-
cent and one-dollai
size bottles. You may
have a sample bottle
oy mail free, also a Homo of Swunp-Root.
pamphlet telling all about Swamp-Root
including many of the thonsands of testi-
monial letters received from sufferers
cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer & Co..
Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and mention
this paper. Don't make any mistake.
but remember the name, Swamp-Root,
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and tbe ad.




List your property 'for sale with
Wood tt Wood real estate a sents.
Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
and 14-2. ft.d-w
SERVES NOTICE
Sheriff Breaks Into W. R. Hearst's
Stateroom.
INVITATION OF THE CHRISTIAN
COUNTY CHAPTER ACCEPTED
BARDSTOWN MEETING CLOSES
OMAHA, Neb., Oct. 16.—The
sheriff today broke into the state- Officers For 1 he Ensuing Year Are
room of William R. Hearst in a
W. R. HEARST.
Pullman coach and served upon 14ini
legal notice of a libel suit of $600,000
filed by Governer Chas. N. Haskell,
of Oklahoma.
Cures Rheumatism And Cate, rh -
Medicine Free.
Elected.-Session Was One of
Interest.
Mrs. A. M. Sea, historian, Louis-
ville; Miss Gearry, recording secre-
tary, Lt xii:gtutt ; Mrs. J. M. Arnold
recorder of crosses, Newpoit. Vari-
ous reports or a busite ss nature fin-
shifting pains, difficulty in moving ished the morning session.
fingers, toes or legs, bone pains, The Arlingtoe monument coin-
swollen muscles and joints of rheu-
matism, or the foul breath, hawking
spitting, droppings in throat, bad
hearing, specks flying before the
eyes,all played out feelingof catarrh.
Botanic of 50 years' standing after
doctors hot springs and patent med-
icines had all failed. ,Most of these
cured patients had taken Blood
Balm n as a last resort. It is especial-
ly advised for chronic, deep-seated
cases. Impossible for any one to suf-
fer the agonies or symptoms of rheu-
matism,catarrh while or after taking
Blood Balm. It makes the blood
pure and rich, thereby giving a
healthy blood supply. Cures are
permanent and not patched up.
Drug stores, $1 per large bottle. Sam-
ple of Blood Balm sent free and pre-
paid, also special medical advice by
describing your trouble and writing
Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga.
40•••-  
RARDSTOWN, Ky., Oct. 16.—
The United Daughters of the Con-
federacy state convention was called
to older Thursday morning at 9:30
• o'clock. 'I he town was gay in the
Confederate colors. Yesterday's pro-
gramme was closr d with a largely
attended public reception at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Muir.
Soon after the convention met the
delegates sang "Mary land, My
Maryland," and the minutes of the
previous day were read. Mrs. R. W.
McKinney reported for the edu-
cational committee. The election
of officers was held and the follow-
ing were unanimously is-elected for
next year:
Mrs. W. G. Talbott, of Paris,
president; MIS. M. B. Reynold, first
vice-president, Covington; Mrs.
Polk Prince, second vice-president,
Guthrie; Mrs. Mary Bond, third
vice-president, Lawrenceburg; Mrs.
Carrie Duri ett, register, Springfield;
Mrs. J. C. Beaan, chaplain, Win-
chester; Mrs. Robert 8ouper, vice
chaplain. Henderson.
The new officers are as follows:
Send no money—simply write and Mrs. Escott, treasurer, Sbelbyville;
try Botanic Blood Hahn at our ex-
pense. Botanic Blood Balm (B. B.
B.) kills or destroys the poison in
the blood which causes the awful
aches in back and shoulder blades,
sirs 'tie 4,
 ;sr, H Al:,
iwridust 1 1' .1,7r?' 74".
Iligigg's New Life Pills
The best in the world.
mittee, chairman historical com-
mittee and auditing and historian
committee reports were made at the
afternoon meeting and the reports
evidenced marked progress in the
work of the committees.
The place of the meeting next
year was fixed at Hopkinsville the
middle of October. An evening ses-
sion closed the work of the conven-
vention and most of the delegates
will return home today. The visitors
attended a reception of Daughters
of American Revolution at the home
of Judge John A. Fulton and Mrs.
Fulton last evening from 8 to 11
o'clock. The convention has been
very successful both in interest and
attendance.
gli••••• 
Graders Asked to Stop.
VOICE
Is the joy of the household, for
without it no happiness can be
complete. Angels smile at
and commend the thoughts
and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle.
The ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
she looks forward with dread to the hour when she shall feel the thrill
of motherhood. Every woman should know that the danger and pain
of child-birth can be avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
renders pliablc all the parts,
assisting nature in its work.
By its aid thousands of
women have passed this
crisis in safety. d!. .99.1 !)-(:).1uLgigiscer. Valuable
book of information to women sent free.








Continues to grow—has now connected with the
Hopkinsville switch board more subscribers than
ever before in its history.
Free Country Service to Subscribers
Long Distance:Connections
Televhones Installed on Short Notice





Effective April 26th, 1908
NORTH BOUND.
No 286 Paducah-Cairo Express, leave  8
.40 a. m.
332 Evansville and Louisville Mail  1
1:30 a. m.
340 Princetcn Mixed  
8:25 p. n.
SOUTH BOUND.
26, Hopkinsviile Mixed, arrives  10:0
0 a. m
206, Evansville Mail, arrives  3:5
0 p. m.
321 Evansville and Louisville Mail, arrivives 6•2
5 p. m
G. R. NEWMAN, Agent
to
Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
Time Card.
NORTH.
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:24 a m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast  ... 10:06 p m
No. 91; Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6:09 am
Nn.:66 Hophineville Accom 8:66 p m
No 94  .6 :40 p m
Corrected Jan. 13, 1908
SOUTH
No. Si St. Louis Express... 5:40 pm
No 63 St. Louis Fast Mail. .5:86 a in
No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited.. . . 11 :60 p in
Nc. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.7:116 a c•-.
No 96 9 sta am
NOS. 62 and 64 conneet at St. Louis for all points wes
t.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points
 as far south a
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
An enthusiastic tobacco meeting Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at
 Guthrie for Louisvill_, Ciu
was held in Cadiz last Monday. A cinnati 
and all points north and east thereof Nos. 63 anp 66 also
 connect
resolution was adopted asking that f''r Memphis and 
way Points*
N. 92 runs through to St Louis and will carry passe
ngers tc Earling
grading the tobacco down be stopped ton, Madisonville and Henderson
and Mr. Ewing asked to see that this No 93 through sleepers to Atlanta and Macon, Also P
ullman sleeper
was done. A number of speeches to New Orleani. 03n,1 t at Guth
rie for points east and west
were made. - Cadiz Record. 
J. C HOOE, At.
EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK!
Shoppers Will Have Their
Railroad Fares Refunded
At Hopkinsville, Ky.
If you spend $15.00 your fare both way
s will be refunded up to 25 miles; if you
 spend
$25.00 your fare will be paid both ways 
up to 50 miles. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply 
to any ()lithe following members
of the Merchants' Association and the
y will do the rest.
FORBES MANUFACTURING CO. PLANTERS HARDWARE 








COOK & HIGGINS L. L. ELGIN WI A. P'POOL & S
ON R. C. HARDWICK













This recipe:is highly recommend-!
el by one of our correspondents; try
I t for dessert tomorrow.
• Peel five large bananas, rub
sinooth with five teaspoonful of
sugar. Add one teacup sweet cream
beaten to a stiff froth, then add one
10c package of JELL-O dissolved in
134 teacups boiling water. Pour into
mold and when cold garnish with
candied cherried. Serve with w hip-
rod cream, or any good pudding
Sp‘liCe. JELL-0 is sold by all Gro-





Carl Isbell, Azed 22 Years, Passed
Away Saturday Evening at a
Hospital in Chicago.
, Carl Isbell, a brother of Dr. G. P.
Isbell, the well known veterinary
surgeon of this city, died Saturday
night in Chicago from pneumonia
Which followed a kick from a horse.
! The injury, which later resulted in
death, was received by the young
man at the Louisville Horse ,how,
Mr. Isbell had led a young horse
Into the ring in one of theievents and
as he stood holding,it another horse
rushed by, letting fly:with its heels
'at it passed. One of the iron shod
hoofs strucklMr. Isbell in the chest.
'At first the injury seemed to be
'slight and Mr. Isbell pluckily re-
Inaitied in the ring with .his horse
.until the event was concluded, the
:audience cheering him for his game-
ness. Even when.:an examination
:WitS made it was still thought the
injury was not serious but later en
'pneumonia set up and last Wednes-
day his condition became critical
!and his brother here and other mem-
bers of the family were summoned
to his bedside.
The young man was studying at the
. McKillip Veterinary college and
would have graduated next year. It
!bad already been arranged that upon
!his graduation he should come to
; Hopkinsville and practice his profes
ision with Dr. G. P. Isbell. He spent
last summer at Pembroke with Joon
Williams, the horse;breeder of that
place. He comes of a family of
horse lovers and has exhibited
. horses in most of the fairs and horse
shows of this state and Tennessee
'and was regarded as an authority
•
upon horseflesh. He was only about
twenty-two years of age.
The body will be taken to Bowling
. Green, where his parents live, for
interment.
The Best Plaster.
A piece of flannel dampened with
• Chamberlain's Liniment and bound
011 to the affected parts is superior
- to any plaster. When troubled with
Jame back or pains in the side or
iihest give it a trial and you are cer-
i tain to be more than pleased with
grow . th 3 prompt relief which It affords.
This liniment also relieves rhumatic
pains and is certain to please anyone
• suffering from that disease. sold





Mother Jumps Through Window And
Breaks Her Neck.
PAINTSVILLE, Ky., Oct. 19.—
The home of George Stafford at this
plac4 was destroyed by fire at an
early hour this morning.
CHARGE ENDER
MADE AGAINSTMEGRO BY CORO-
NER'S JURY
Sam Miles Called to His Door And
Wantonly Shot Down By
Peter Rogers.
Sam Miles was shot aod killed
Saturday night at Empire by Peter
Rogers. Both are negroes. Coroner
Allensworth held an inquest Sun-
day and the verdict of the jury
charges Rogers with wilful murder.
From the evidence given before the
coroner's jury the killing was en-
tirely without. justification, Miles
being called to his door by a crowd
of negroes who were passing by
and upon his refusal to go back into
the house when Rogers ordered Lim
to do so the latter fired.
The evidence is being presented
today to the grand jury.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder
Pills are just what you need and
what you should get right away for
pain in the back, backach, rheuma-
tic pains and all urinary and bladder
troubles. Thousands of people suf-
fer from kidney and bladder trouble
and do not know it. They think it
a cold or a strain. Don't take any
chances. Get DeWitt's Kidney and
Bladder Pills. They are antiseptic
and promptly soothe the pain. Do
not fail to insist upon DeWitt's Kid-
ney and Bladder Pills. We sell them
Sold by all druggists.
we •  •
BURN HOUSES
Schc•ol Houses Destroyed By Menifee
Incendiaries
OWINGSVILLE, Ky., Oct. 18.—
A report from Menifee county states
that three different buildings used
for school purposes were burned
within thirty days at Mariba. The
schoolhouse was first burned, then
two other buildings were rented for
the purpose, when each of them was
burned.
On the burning of the last build-
ing the parties went to the home of
the teacher, took her horse from the
stable and rode it to where the house
was burned, leaving it hitched there.
A schoolhouse was also burned at
McCausey, same county. The people
are much wrought up over the affair.
On the Right Tack.
Commenting on the foregoing de-
spatch the Courier-Journal says:
‘•At last the Night Riders are upon
the right tack. To revert completely
to barbarism we must do away with
the light of reason, and as a prelimi-
nary step we ?should of course
abolish schoolhouses and churches,
whip the schoolteachers across the
frontier and kick the ministers of
the gospel out of the state. The real
rule of the Night Rider would then
begirt and Hoodlumism Enthroned
would become the actual governing
power.
"All of the activities of the Night
Riders and the smug promoters of
night riding have tended toward the
disestablishment of civilizatinn as
well as the abolition of individual
rights. But the Menifee county
"riders" are the first to begin where
the beginning should be. Benighted
ignorance and mob rule go hand in
hand. First burn the schoolhouse,
then terrorize the women who teach
schools, then soundly whip the girls
and boys who have the effrontery
to desire to learn to read and write,
and the foundations of Night Rider
When the family woke, the roof government are laid upon:the right
sort of ground.
children " 'Rah for Menifee county, which
is much more progressive than
Mrs. Stafford jumped through a Fulton, where they burn the homes
window and her neck was broken, of defenseless negroes and murder
was falling in.
Mr. Stafford and three
were burned to death.
STOPS ITCHINC INSTANTLY
Eczema, Pimples, Rashes,' Blotches,
Eruptions. etc.,:Quickly Eradicated
by New Skin Remedy.
Since the discovery of "A. J. M."
Prescription, the new skit: remedy,
its success has exceeded the most
sanguing expectations of the dispens
ere who gave it to the world. It has
cured thousands of cases of eczema
and cleaned the skin of facial dis-
figurements and repulsive pimples
of years' standing. The burnings
and itchings of eczema are stopped
with the first application. •
In minor skin troubles such as
rashes, . blotches, pimples, black-
heads, barber's itch, salt rheum,
itching piles, red noses, dandruff,
oak and ivy poison, odored feet, re-
suite show after a few applications.
A muddy, greasy or sallow complex-
ion is quickly improved over night.
Sold by all druggists. Price 50ets.
and $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN
MEDICINE Co., Props., Toleio,
Ohio.
the negro babies but leave the
schoolhouses standing, allowing the
rising generation to learn to become
better citizens than their elders."
How to Cure a Cold.
Be as careful as you can, you will
occasionally take cold, and when
you do, get a medicine of !crown re-
liability, one that has an established
reputation and that is certain to
effect a quick cure. Such a medi-
cine is Chamberlains Cough Remedy
It has gained a world wide rrputa-
tion by its remarkable cures of this
most common ailment, and can al-
ways be depended upon. It acts on
nature's plan, relieves the lungs,
aids expectoration, opens secretions
and aids nature in restoring the
system to a healthy condition. For
sale by Anderson-Fowler drug Co.,
Incorporated.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are
the famous little pillsaeasy to take,
safe, sure and gentle. Get Early
Risers. They are the best pills made.
We sell them. Sold by all druggists
DIXIE ICE CREAM
Can be made and frozen in 10
minutes at cost of
One Cent a Plate.
Stir contents of one 13c. package
Jell-0 ICE CRUM Powder
into a quart of milk and freeze.
No cooking, no heating, nothing
else to add. Everything but the
ice and milk in the package.
Satisfactioa guaranteed.
This makes 2 quarts of the most
delicious ice cream you ever ate.
Five Kinds • Chocolat,., l'anilla. -Vrarv•
berry, Lemon and Unflavored.
• 2 packages 23c. at your grocers,
or by mail if he does not keep it.
Illustrated Recipe Book Free.
The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
MANIAC RAN AMUCK
BOUND WITH ROPES AND LODG-
ED IN JAIL
Used Knife on a Deputy.—Brought to
The Asylum Near The
City.
Will Snadeu, a violently crazy ne-
gro who was brought here from near
Trenton, bound in ropes, by several
of his race Monday and lodged in
jail, created serious trouble Tuesday
when a colored attOndant from the
asylum at Hopkinsville and the lo-
cal officers attempted to take him
from his cell.
The negro rushed at everybody
who approached the bars of his cell,
and like a wild beast' he would snap
at thern, and hurl everything in his
cell !n their direction. When placed
in jail Monday, it seemed that a
m irderous knife he had somewhere
about him was overlooked iand when
D.-outy Sheriff Lindsty, Jailer Gill,
Marshal Edwards and the attendant
entered the cell, he rushed at the
jailer, who dodged, and Deputy
Lindsey managed to catch his arm,
not, however, before he had cut him
once on the throat, once on his left
arm and once on his left hand. Mar-
shal Edwards' sleeve was cut,b1it he
escaped injury. The colored attend-
ant got into the game, and felled the
maniac to the floor by striking him
several times ov r • be head with a
pair of handcuffs. He was placed in
a carriage and driven as rapidly as
possible to the institution, and Dep-
uty Lindsey went to Dr. Weathers'
office, where the injury to his arm,
the only one of any seriousness, was
dressed.—Elkton Times.
Are You Only half Alive?
People with Kidney trouble are so
weak and exhausted that they are
only *salt' alive. Foley's Kidney
fiemedy makes healthy kidneys, re-
stores lost vitality, and weak, deli-
cate people are restored to health.
Refuse any but Foley's. L. A. John-
son & Co.
Democratic Speaking.
Hon. LaVega Clement, of Owens-
boro Democratic candidate for elec-
tor, will speak in Hopkinsville in the
interest of the Democratic ticket at
7:30 o'clock next Friday night.
Mr. Clement is one of the leading
Demotrats of the state and an orator
and debater of unquf stionably abili-
ty. Everybody is invited to hear
him.
LEST WE
forget—Baby is restless, can't sleep
at night, won't ,at, cries spasmodi-
cally. A bottle of White's Cream
Vermifuge never fails to cure. Ev-
ery mother should give her baby
White's Cream Verinifuge. So many
times when the baby is pale and
fretful the mother does not know
what to do. A bottle of this medi-
would bring color to his cheeks and
laughter to his eyes. Give it a trial.
Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
.••••-se 
AMERICAN FLEET
Reaches Bay of Tokio And is Warmly
Welcomed.
TOKIO, Oct. 19.—The American
battleship fleet arrived Sunday in
the Bay of Tokio. Sixteen Japanese
war vessels are anchored in the bay
to assist in doing the honors. The
welcome extended to the visitors
was one of the most spontaneous and
genuine of the entire cruise. Every.
leading statesman and military
leader in Japan has issued a state-
ment expressing friendship for the
United States.
• •-•
Married Man in Trouble
A married man who 'permits any
member of the family to take any-
thing except Foley's Honey and Tar.
for coughs, colds and lung trouble is
guilty of neglect. Nothing else is
as good for all pulmonary troubles.
The genuine Foley's Honey and Tar
contains no opiates and is ;in a yel-
low package. L. A. Johnson & Co.
SOLO 40 HOGSHEAD SEEDSBuckbee's "Full of Life' Northern Gc.i.,•riS Pedigreed Seeds have a repatatiOn of 38 years of




Earliest Red Valentine . . $3.5o Bushel
EQUITY HAS ABOUT CLEANED UP Refugee—Extra Early . . $3.25 Bu
shel
New Stringless Green Pod $3.70 Bushel
Wardwell's Imp. Kidney War $4.5o Bushel
Davis New White Wax . . $4.75 Bushel
Currie's Rust Proof Wax . $4.5o Bushel
AS
Extra Early Alaska . . . $3.5o Bushel
New Early Gradus . . . . $5.50 Bushel
Horsford's Market Garden . $3.50 Bushel
Buckbee's Lightning Express $5.00 Bushel
Lettuce. Radish, Tomato and a full line of
Seeds, Plants and Bulbs at lowest growing prices.
Send for complete catalogue or submit a list of
pour requirements and will quote prices.
Buy direct from the grower—Save MoLty.
Write today. Mention this paper.
ITS STOCK
Planters' Made Sales and Expect In-
creased Business This Week.—
Report of the Auditor.
Business showed some increase of
acti•it! last week on local tobacco
market. The demand continued
very light during the week until the
close, when it picked up consider-
MORE THREATS MADE
ably, but too late to do much good
for that week. Indications are good
for heavier sales thie week.
H. W. BUCKBEE
1377 Buckbee St., Rockford Seed Farms, Rockford, Ill
The Society of Equity sold 40 hogs-
heads during the week, this practi-
cally cleaning up their stock, as it
leaves them with less than 25 hogs-
heads on hand. The prices on this
ruled from $7 to $10 for lugs and $10
to $12 for leaf.
The Plant,rs' Protective associa-
tion sold 34 hogeheads at prices fully
up to the schedule. Stocks here are
slowly but surely decreasing, and it
is believed that larger sales are in
prospects for the near future.
In some :sections there is consid-
erable protest being made to the
regrading, or reducing in price of
tobacco held by the Planters' Pro-
tective association. Upon nearly
every market there has been some
regrading done, and those who op-
pose this method of forcing a sale
on the tocacco say that it is all
wrong; that once a price is put on
the tobacco controlled by the organi-
zation it should be maintained.
The business done by the Planters'
Protective association for the week
ending October 15 was unusually
light.
AGAINST THE MEACHAM CON-
STRUCTION COMPANY
The Henderson Gleaner says:
It seems as if the Meacham Con-
tracting company is not going to
escape with just a block or so of
torn up granitoid, but, if threats
mean anything, fire will be used
against them next time.
They have been storing their
cement in an old livery stable on
Letcher street, and sometime during
Thursday night the following sign
was tacked on thestable door: "Con-
tractors Hire white men, or we will
burn the stable, with your cement.
Night Riders."
The stable has been fitted up for a
blacksenith shop by Mr. Ben Gltint,
a well known young man of Audu-
bon who favored the company with
room enough to store their material,
but when seen Friday morning by a
Gleaner reporter Mr. Glunt express-
ed his intention of having the ce-
ment removed.
Woman Interrupts Political Speaker•
A well dressed woman interrupted
a political speaker recently by con
tinually coughing. If she had tak-
en Foley's Honey and Tar it would
have cured her cough quickly and
expelled the cold from her system.
The genuine Foley's Honey and Tar
contains no opiates and is in a yel-
Four out of the ten markets in the low package. Refure substitutes. L.
dark tobacco district, made no re- A. Johnson & Co.
port. and sales were light at all
points. The figures as given out by

































NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 19.—Judge
David B. Howell, of this city, who
was taking a prominent part in the
Democratic campaign, committed
suicide by shooting himself. The
deed was committed in a public park
in sight of hundreds of persons.
Judge Howell's private life had
been attacked vigorously in the
course of the campaign.
SI t=$ Mt I .
Lean the 
he Kind You Have Always Bough!
lip:Attu* a-4zi
GOES TO THE JURY
ARGUMENT IN THE DUCKER CASE
IS LIMITED.
"NM
Court is Far Behind With the Docket
—Brown Compromises With the
Light Company.
(From Monday's Daily)
The case of John Ducker against
the city of Hopkinsville went to
the jury this afternoen. The argu-
ment was made this morning. The
attorneys fordefendant asked for one
hour each, or two hours altogether
for the speeches. The court limited
the time to one hour on each side, on
the ground that the docket was al-
ready ten days behind, that there
were fully twenty jury cases await-
ing trial with the witnesses and the
parties interested in attendance, and
as this is the second hearing of the
case, thirty minutes to a speaker
would be sufficient. Objections were
entered to this ruling. ,
The court is much behind with the
business of the present term, and
Judge Cook is doing air he can to
gain time in every possible way and
catch up if possible. The court has
been busy ever since it opened, but
delays have been caused from day
to day that resulted in loss of time.
The suit of William Brown against
the City Light company has been
compromised, the plaintiff receiving
$200. Brown claimed that as he was
leaning,against a pole at Virginia
street and Second avenue a current
of electricity passed through his
body from the pole, knocking him
down andly injuring him.
The jury in the Ducker case this
afternoon returned a verdict award-
ing the plaintiff $250 damages.
Stomaeh trouble would more
quickly disappear if the idea of
treating the cause, rather than the
effect, would come into practice. A
tiny, inside, hidden nerve, says Dr.
Shoop, governs and gives strength
to the stomach. A branch also goes
to the heart and one to the kidneys.
When these "inside nerves" fail,
then the organs must falter. Dr.
Shoop's Restorative is directed
specifically to these failing nerves.
Within 48 hours after starting the
Restorative treatment patients say
they realize a gain. Sold by Ander-
son.Fowler Drug Co., incorporated.
Announcements.
We are authorized to announce J.
M. Renshaw as a candidate for the
office of sheriff of Christian county,
Kentucky, oa the Republican ticket.
Election November 3, 1908.
BeWITT'S CARBOLILED WITCH WEL
SALVE For Piles, Burns, Some.
 111.0•101111NIM
Facts About the Great
Majestic Range
hall111111111111111111111111111111111111111
It is the only rapge in the world 
made of
Malleable and Ctrarcoal Iron.
It has, beyond any question of a dou
bt, the
largest and beat reservoir.
It uses about half the fuel used on oth
er ran-
ges, and does better work by far.
The Majestic All Copper Nickled 
Reservoir
heats the water quicker sad hotter 
than any
other. It is the only reservoir with a 
remova.
ble frame.
The Charcoal Iron Body of the Great 
Majestic
Range lasts three tunes as long as a 
steel body.
Being made of noii-breakable material, 
there
is practically no expense for repair
thg Majestic.
As for baking, it is perfection; not on
ly for a
few months, but for all time to come.
A great Majestic Range lasts three 
times as
long as a cheap range, but don't c
ost three
times as much.
PROOF—We don't ask you to take our wo
rd
for any of the above statements, but i
f you will
call at our store, a man from the fact
ory, where
Majestic Ranges are made, will prove 
to your
satisfaction that these are' absolute facts,
 and
will show you many more reasons wh
y the
Great Majestic Range is absolutely the 
best









SOWING IN THE OUST
IN THE HOPE THAT THERE MAY
BE A RAIN
The Farmers Are at Work in Fields
In Southern Part of Chris-
tian County.
410
The sowing of wheat is in progress
throughout this section of the coun-
ty. The seed is being sown in dust,
with the hope that there will be rah,
in time to save the crop, says the
Pembroke Journal. There is thought
to be safficient moisture in the
ground to cause the seed to germi-
nate, but it is generally agreed that
rain is necessary to produce growth.
There has not been enough rain in
this section to wet the ground good
since the 8th of August.
Foley's Honey and Tar cures
coughs quickly, strengthens the
lungs and expels colds. Get the gen-
uine in a yellow package. L. A
Johnson & Co.
Death of Infant.
Katie Loraine, the six-montha-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Toni Un-
derwood, died in this city Friday
night. The burial took place Sat-
urdsy at Antioch, in which neigh-
borhood the parents formerly re-
sided.
Ely's Cream Balm has been tried
and not found wanting in thousands
of homes all over the country. It
has won a place in the family medi-
cines, where it is kept at hand for
use in treating cold in the head just
aa :soon as some member of the
household beings the preliminary
sneezing or snuffling. It gives im-
mediate relief and a day or two's
treatment will put a stop to a cold
which might, if not checked, became




Robert. Holloway returned to
Henderson today after a visit to
relatives here.
James H. Anderson, of Knoxville,
Tenn., Is in the city attending the
Bible conference. Mrs. Anderson
will arrive tomorrow.
Robert A. Cook, of Frankfort, is
here looking after Republican politi-
cal fences.
James A. McKenzie, of Oak
Grove, is in the city.
Mies Kate Edgar, of Paris, Ky., is
visiting Miss Lucy Whitlock.
Mrs. C. 0. Prowse went to Nash-
ville today to visit relatives.
Mrs. • R. T. Durrett will leave
Thursday for Marshfield, Oregon, to
join her husband who is engaged in
the telephene business there.
Mrs. John 0. Rust, of Nashville,
and Mrs. Mary Hatcher, of Todd
county, are visiting Mrs. M. G.
e Rust, on South Main street.
Mrs. A. J. DeBow, who has been
quite ill at her home on Kentucky
street, is able to be out.
Mrs. G. W. Elgin and daughters,
Misses Norine and Kathleen, left
Monday for Louisville. after spend-
ing a few days as guests of Dr. G.
W. Lackey's family. They will
make their future home in Louis-
ville....Rev. G. W. Lyon, wife and
daughter, arrived this week from
Springfield, Ky. Rev. Lyon is the
new pastor of the Methodist churches
of this city, Fairview and Chapel
Hill. Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Brandon
will leave for their new home at
Earlington Saturday.—Pembroke
Journal.
R. M. Wooldridge has returned
from a visit to his sister, Mrs. M. P.
Gentry Hillman, at Napier, Tenn.
Robert J. Johnson, of Middles-
boro, is in the city visiting his wife
and son, who are the guests of the
Misses Phelps.
Well Known Hotel Keeper Uses And
Recommends Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera And Diar-
rhoea Remedy
"I take pieasure in saying that I
have kept Chamberlain's Colic Cho-
lera and Diarrhoea remedy in my
family medicine chest for about fif-
teen years, have always had satis-
factory results from its use. I have
administered it to a great many
traveling men who were suffering
from troubles for which it is recom-
mended, and have ;never failed to
relieve them," says J. C. Jenkins,
of Glasgow, Ky. This remedy is
for sale by Anderson-Fowler drug
Co. incorporated.
•





TO PURCHASE BIRTHPLACE 
OF
CONFEDERATE PRESIDENT
Resolutions Are Adopted at Annual
Reunion Held by Tennessee Vet-
erans This Week.
The following resolutions adopted
by the Confederate veterans 
of
Tennessee at Nashville, last week
are self-explanatory:
"The Tennessee Division of Unit-
ed Confederate veterans commends
the movement which has been in-
augurated to procure, for a perpet-
ual memorial, the birthplace of our
beloved president, Jefferson Davis,
at Fairview, Ky., and commends to
our comrades and all friends of the
Confederate cause in Tennessee act-
ive co-operation for the success of
the movement.
"The vice-president of the associ-
ation, who has the active arrange-
ments in hand, is our comrade, S.
A. Cunningham, editor of the Con-
federate Veteran.
"Options upon the property de-
sired have been secured at actual
values, and the association is ex-
tremely anxious to secure this realty
before the options expire. Engraved
certificates of membership are
ready for delivery and may be had
from Capt. John H. Leathers, bank-
er, Louisville, Ky., of S. A. Cun-
ningham, Nashville. Contributors
of $1 or more are solicited."
Where Bullets Flew
David Parker, of Fayette. N. Y., a
veteran of the civil war, who lost a
foot at Gettysburg, says; "The good
Electric Bitters has done is worth
more than five hundred dollars to
me. I sent much money doctoring
for a baa case of stomach trouble to
little purpose. I then tried Electlic
Bitters and they cured me. I now
take them as a tonic aud they keep
me strong and well." 50c at Cook st
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy.
FORGET THE RULES
Honkinsville postoffice clerks con-
tinue to have trouble with post
cards. Almost daily some patron of
the office violates a postal rule and
the trouble starts. An inviolate rule
of Uncle Sam is that post cards, or
other mail matter, are not to be al-
lowed in transit if in violation of
any provision, so it is up to the clerk
who handl is them to hunt out the
senders who have failed to meet the
government requirements.
Post cards in transparent envel-
opes, if sealed, must carry a two-
cent stamp on the outside of the en-
velope. Many are mailed, according
to the office clerks, with a one-cent
stamp on the outside of the envel-
ope, while others carry a two-cent
Inside of the envelope. The clerks
are unable to cancel hte stamp thus
used,unless they carry the envelope,
which in many cases, they do.
There are still some tinsel covered
cards mailed without envelopes
covering them. This is in violation
of a postoffice ruling made some
months ago, and the cards are held
up or returned to the sender in c a si
where they are known.
Napoleon Bonaparte
Showed at the battle of Austerlitz
he was the greatest leader in the
world. 13aliard's Snow Liniment
has shown the public it is the best
linament in the world. A quick
cure for Rheumatism,sprains. burns,
cuts, etc. A. C. Pitts, Rodessa, La.,
says: "I use Ballard's Snow Lini-
ment in my family and find it unex-
celled for sore chest, headaches,
corns, in fact for anythisig that can




WASHINGTON. Oct. 17.—The 136
national banks in Kentucky outside
of Louisville had $100,000 more in-
dividual deposits on September 23
than on July 15, according to a state-
ment issued by the controller of cur-
rency. The statement shows that
last month Kentucky national banks
outside of Louisville had total re-
sources of $62,966,765.31; loans and
discounts, $35.802,610.54; capital
stock paid in, $11,318.400; surplus
fund, $3,714,837.13; individual de-
posits, $31,840,614.84. The percent-
age of legal reserve to deposits was
17.90 and the percentage to deposits
of cash on hand, redemption fund
and due from reserve agents was
25.17.
A pain prescription is printed up-
on each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink
Pain Tablets. Ask your doctor or
druggist if this formula is not com-
plete. Head pains, womanly pains,
pains anywhere get instant relief
from a Pink Pain Tablet. Sold by
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., incor-
porated.
weather of August.
The early corn that matured be-
fore the drouth is of -very good
quality, but the corn planted later
has been badly damaged by the
severe drouth and the fine prospect
for a heavy corn crop has been
ruined.
Water is very scarce and in many
You Are Invited to Witness a
Demonstration
of the




See Actual Demonstration of Smoke
Burnind and Floor Warming/
Slack Burns Equal to
Best Lump 
Your Credit Is Good
By W. H. Unnersaw,
A Special Factory
Representative
The Globe Will Save One-Third Your
Coal Bill and Will Soon




CROP:CONDITIONS OUST IS :NEAR:
IN KENTUCKY ARE SET FORTH IN 
HAS CAUSEDEPIDEMIC OFCOLDS
REPORT. 
IN THE CI I Y
Drouth Has Done Great Damage.—
Corn Hurt, Grass Parched and
Pastures Short.
Unless Drouth is Soon Broken Physi-
cians Fear Bad Consequences.
— Sprinkling Needed.
The Kentucky crop report for the! Achoo! the dust!
Phew! the dust,
past month follows: ' How It fill
s our eyes and nose,
The weather during the entire I 
Ruhis all a fellow's clothes,
month of September WEiS hut and 
Everyone a-sneezing goes





We have all returned to dust;
Some've prayed. some've cussed'
all are mad enough to bust
At the dust.
If some ways aud means cannot
be discovered by which the streets
of the city may be watered and the
dust layed, Hopkinsville, according
parts of the state it has not rained to physicians, will suffsr the conse-
since the first part of August and
stock are suffering and people are
hauling water for miles. In a small
section of the western part of the
state it has rained during the past
week.
Tobacco has been cut and housed,
but has suffered greatly from the
drouth in several portions of the
state.
Hemp is being cut, but is not very
high above the ground.
Little or no wheat has been sown,
farmers not wanting to sow and ,let
the grain rot or Jry up and no
ground has been ;:prepared, n ac-
count of the drouth.
quences of the drouth for a long
time.
As it is now, an epidemic of colds
and coughs is raging in the city.
Hardly one person out of ten is free
of some trouble of this sort. Thr• ats
and lungs are being affected by the
clouds of dust and eyes are being in-
jured. Men and women are. seen on
the streets with handkerchiefs at
their mouths to keep out ,the flying
particles. Sundayovhen sprinklers
that keep the business part of town
wet were resting,Hopkinsville was in
a haze of dust as thick as a fog and
discomfort was general. Away from
the business section. this condition
There is little demand for feeding prevails every day. Doctors are of
cattle on account of scarcity of the opinion that sickness and dis-
water. ease will follow speedily if the
The second crop of potatoes has drouth is not soon broken. This
suffered greatly from the drouth.
Rye sowing has been greatly
hindered on account of dry weather.




was a man of nerve, but sickness
left its mark and he became aged be-
fore his time. Sickness is often
caused by a torpid liver. Herbine
will regulate your liver and:give you
health. Mrs.Carrie Austin, Hollon,
Kan., writes: "I consider Herbine
the best medicine I ever heard of. I
am never without it." Sold by L. A.
Johnson & Co.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children,





List your property ' for sale with
Wood & Wood real estate agents.
Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
and 14-2. ft. d-w
providential remedy is eagerly long-
ed for, and in the meantime, it
would be well for the council to look
into the advisability of having the
streets watered both in the business
and residential sections or else oiled
It would be about the most popular
movement the city fathers could
inaugurate.
0 •  • 1
A Jeweler's Experience
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060
Virginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.,
writes: "I was so weak from kid-
ney troubles that I could hardly
walk a hundred feet. Four bottles
of Foley's Kidney Remedy cleared
my complexion, cured by backache
and the irregularities disappeared,
and I can now attend to business ev-
ery day, and recommend Foley's
Kidney Remedy to all suflerers, as
it cured me after the doctors and
other remedies had failed."11k1.4. A.
Johnson & Co.
Don't be deceived by imitations of
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve. When you ask for DeWitt's
be sure to get it. The name Is stamp-
ed on every box. There is just one
original. It is especially good for
piles. We sell and recommend ti. .3m
Sold by all druggists.
FOUND GUILTY
Fighting Bob Evans ' Son Tried By
Court Martial.
YOKOHAMA, Oct. 19.—Lieut.
Frank T. Evans, of the battleship
Louisiana, who recently was court-
martialed on a charge of absenting
himself from his post while officer
of the deck, disrespect to his superi-
or officer and intoxication, has been
found guilty of the two former
charges. Rear Admiral Sperry re-
ceived the papers while the battle-
ships were at Manila and has just
announced his verdict. The sen-
tence pronounced provides that
Lieut. Evans shall lose 150 numbers
and shall be publicly reprimanded.
The commander-in-chief adds that
in his opinion, the sentence is inade-
quate. but has approved it in order
that Evans shallonotentirely escape
punishment.
X .




SOON TO BE PAID. -
Treasurer Thinks He Will Be Able to
Settle Outstanding Accounts.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Oct. 19 —All
outstanding warrants against the
state, which have been unpaid for
the last few months, probably will
be paid by the middle of November.
Capt. Ed. Farley, state treasurer,
said that. he expected to have on
hand enough money to meet all
claims and wipe out the indebted-
ness on floating warren ts. The state
has not been paying any 'warrants,
except those for common schools and
for the salaries of the state officials
and employes for several weeks and
those who have had warrants have
had to discount them in some bank.
This has worked a hardship on the
holders of the warrants. Capt. Far-
ley said that the collections would
be heavy within the next few days
and he expected to resume payment
on all warrants by November 15th.
iducklen's Arnica Salve




HERE is not a reason why the men in
Hopkinsviih and Christian county
should not dress equally as well as the
men in New York, when it is possible to get
NfW York style clothes right at home.
New York is the fashion center of Amer-
ica, that's the reason we have the exclusive
sale of HUDELBURG, WOLFF & Co' s fine clothes
the leading tailors of the fashionable center
for men's clothing.
These suits are offered you at prices rang-
ing:from $18.00 to $30.00.
Custom tailor's prices would range from
$25.00to $50.09, minus the New York style.
We cordially invite you to the style show
now an exhibition at our4store.
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Winfree & Knight
Real Estate
Fine farm of 381 acres on Clarks-
ville Pike about 6 miles from Hop-
kinsville, well improved, plenty of
good water and timber, an ideal
stock farm. Price $45 per acre.
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turn- Two Boys, Who Had Run Away Frompike road.
Farm of 193 acres of land near
Swift Ford, goon dwelling, tenant
house, good tobacco barn, stable,
timber and water; will be sold cheap
Farm has two sets improvements
two good tota.cco barns, fine stable
50 acres of timber, good stock water. It is not an unusual occurrence by
Will be sold for $5,000. any means for persons incarcerated
A fine farm ot 200 acres of land in the city lockup to plead for their
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot- liberty, but it is somewhat out of the
tage house of five rooms, tobacco ordinary for any one to ask for ad-
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary mittance when no crime is regis-
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres tered against them. This, though, is
if desired. Very desirable property whatin good neighborhood. happened last night.
i Two boys presented themselves at112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road. the police office late yesterday af-
This land is good red clay subsoil, ternoon and the older one, w:mo gave
and lies well and is in good condi- his name as Samuel Edward Stone, /
tion, fronts about mile on good and claimed to be from Waukesha,pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose. i Wisconsin, asked if they could sleep
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon, in the lockup last night. The boy
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim- stated that he was expecting a check
her. This farm is fine land win] for enough money to carry him back
good improvements and well fenced home. but it had not yet arrived andand in good heart and will sold at 
a bargain as a whole or divided into they were penniless. They were
several tracts. granted permission to sleep in the
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a lockup and when they stated that
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por- they were hungry and had no means
ehes, fine new stable, cost *700, new obarn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma- f procuring food they were given
chine shed, poultry house, smoke the usual prison fare, which they
house and coal house. Never fail- ate with avidity.2They retired early'
ing spring and cisterns, and slept well all night and this '
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with morning were given another square
good frame house and good tobacco , meal.barn.
/ 40U acres desirable farming land After getting breakfast Stone went
in Montgomery county, Tenn., 'to :the postoffice and sure enough
heavly timbered, 10 miles from there was a letter waiting for him
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre. which contained a check for $40. /
Farm of 2489acres 6 miles east of Instead of this relieving his troublesHopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 13i
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
8 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good
part and under good wire fence.
900 acres of land in Christian coun-
ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
acres in cultivation, 550 acres in
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
ash and poplar. The place is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to-
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses,
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
location for country store. This
farm is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
town on good pike.
Farm of 263 acres well improved
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
CURIOUS REQUESE
WAS GRANTED LAST NIGHT BY
THE POLICE.
Home, Asked to Se
Locked Up.
385 acres 5 miles from city on the
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville,
well improved, fine land, $65 per
acre.
276 acres fine land on Clarksville
pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
87X acres 3 miles south of Hop-
insville, about 3 acres in timber.
145 acres 1X miles south of Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
126 acres on Princeton road, 12
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky., 25
acres in timber, well improved and
battorn land, $30 per acre. 43 acres
about 1 "mile from above tract, 10
acres cleared balance in timber.
Price $15 per acre.
Good3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
in good repair, with all necessary
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price
- $706. This is a bargain.
FOR SALE—Fine farm of 400 acres
two miles East of Pembroke. Finely
improved and in good state of culti-
vation; 76 acres in fine timber. Price
$45, per acre.
Por Sale—One of the best homes
in Kelley's Station, Ky. House with
• 6 rooms and hall, good out houses




The Kind You Have Always Baip
though it only made them multiply
for none of the banks would cash the
check unless someone endorsed it I
for the boy and DO one could be
found who would assume the risk I
of this. Finally Cashier McPherson,
of the Bank of Hopkinsville, wired
the bank upon which it was drawn,
asking if they would waive the COMMISSIONER'S SALEformality of identification and
pending an answer to this telegram
the boy is holding the check. He Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
says that if he secures the money he T. R. Ware, executor )
will return at once to Waukesha ecc Puffs Equity.
and that he will take hisrcompanion Against
as far as Chicago. J. M. Trice &c., Defts
By virtue of a judgment and orderFrom the letter which accompani-
, ed the cheok it was learned that of sale of the Christian circuit court,
; Stone had run away from the indus- rendered at the November term
!trial school. It was stated that he thereof, 1908, in the above cause I
had money due him to the amount shall proceed to offer for sale, at the
77 acres 12 miles from Hopkins-, of $125 and that under the rules of 
courthouse door in Hopkinsville,
ville on Masons Mill road. 
,4,i
the school he had forfeited this by Ky.. to the highest and best bidder,
366 acres on Palmyra road near running away but it was intimated at public auction, on Monday, the34 
Garrettshurg, Ky. !that if he would return this would 21 day of November, 1908, between
236 acres good red clay land, well not only be restored to him, butlie the hours of 11 a. m. and 1 p. in. (be-
improved, plenty of good timber and
well watered, 2 miles west of Pem- would be given his old job at work. 
ing county court day) upon a credit
broke, Ky. The writer of the letter expressed six months the following decribed
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N. some uneasiness that when the boy property, to wit:
R. R. got the money he would use it fort A certain lot or parcel of ground
246 acres good improvements, 7 other purposes than to return to the situated in time town of Pembroke,
miles west of Hopkinsville. Price school. Stone stated that he was Christian county, Kentucky, being
$1500. only too anxious to return, having lot No. 63, in Poor's addition, to
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons town of Pembroke, and bounded astired of hoboing it over the country,
Mill read. Price $750. and that he would !ose no time in follows, toNyt: Beginning at a stake
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville going back. at the intersection of Walnut street,on pike. I and a 60-foot street running north
LATER: A telegram to the Bank102 acres 2 miles from town. and south; thence west with south
of Hopkinsville authorized the pay- '107 acres 2X miles S. W. of Crof- side of Walnut street 50 feet to stake,
ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good im- ment of the ekeck and the young northeast corner of lot No. 54, inprovernen ts, man has been paid the money. Poor's addition to town of Pembroke326 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville on pike. (see plat record in Christian county
253 acres 6 miles north of town. court clerk's office, in deed book No.
530 acres 2 mites from Fairview, Country Produce 45, page No. 162); thence south, with
Ky., one of the finest tracts of land east line of lot No. 54, 180 feet to a
In Kentucky. stake on north side of Locust street;
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkins- Wanted by W. P. Qualls, Grocery thence with north side of Locustrifle. on 6th street, dealer in staple and street, east 50 feet to a stake at in-
428 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop- fancy groceries. Cash or exchange tersection of Locust street, and a 60kinsville, Ky., well improved, for produce. w2mo 
100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky. 
foot street; thence with the west
180 acres fine land, well improved, 
side of said 30-foot street, north 180
4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike. Buy your coal from the Payton feet to the beginning, containing
46 acres 5 or 6 miles from town on Coal Co. Corner First street and L. one-fifth acre, more or less. And, is
Kirkmansville road, good improve- dr, N. It. R. Home phone 1470. wlrno the same lot conveyed to George
ments. m'rice $700. Trice by Catharine L. Poor, by deed
dated May 15, 1871, and recorded in
EARLY RISERS Christian county court clerk's office,
The famous little pills' in deed book. No. 47, page No. 638.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing
/ legal interest from the day of sale
ITCHING ECZEMA
FIFTY-FIVE YEARS
Suffered 'Torments from Birth —
Boils Formed as Big as Walnuts
—In Frightful Condition and Could
Hardly Work --Tried All Kinds of
Remedies to No Avail —At Last
WHOLLY CURED IN 8
MONTHS BY CUTICURA
"I had an itching, tormenting eczema
ever since I came into the world, and I
am now a man fifty-five years old. I
tried all kinds of medicines 1 heard of,
but found no relief. I was truly in a
frightful condition. At last my blood
was so bad that I broke out all over
with red and white boils, which kept
growing until they were as big as wal-
nuts, causing great pain and misery. I
thought they would take the skin off
my whole body, but I kept from scratch-
ing as well as I could. I was so run
down that I could hardly do my work.
Mr. Nelson R. Burnett recommended
the use of Cuticura Remedies, telling
me he was confident they would benefit
and, in time, cure me. I used the Cuti-
cora Soap, Ointment, Resolvent, and
Pills for about eight months, and I can
truthfully say I am cured. I cordially
recommend Cuticura Remedies to all
who are afflicted the same as I was, be-
lieving that, if they will use them
according to directions, they will find
them all they are represented to be.
Any. one doubting the truth of the above
can write to Mr. Burnett, who will cheer-
fully vouch for my statements.
"Hale Bordwell, R. F. D. 3, Cedar
Corners, Tipton, Ia., Aug. 17, 1907."
"I cheerfully endorse the above tes-
ti:nonial. It is the truth. I know Mr.
Bordwell and know the condition he
was in. He inever tires of praising the
Cuticura Remedies.
"Nelson R. Burnett, Tipton, Ia."
Gentry anointings with Cuticura, the
great Skin Cure, preceded by warm
baths with Cuticura Soap, followed in
the severer forms, with mild doses of
Cuticura Resolvent Pills, afford instant
relief, permit rest and sleep, and point
to a speedy cure of torturing, disfigur-
ing, itching, burning, and scaly humors.
es-zernas, rashes, and inflammations,
from infancy to age.
Cutleura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin. ('utl-
cirn Ointment ifile.) to Deal the Skin, and Cutl-
curl .lesolvent 150c.).(nr In the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills. 25e, per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world Potter Drug & Chem.
Corn.. Sole Props. Boston. M.
adr-Malled Free. Cutleura Book on SkLn Diseaaes,
until paid and having the force and
effect of a replevin bond. Bidders
will be prepared to complypromptly
with these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
To learn Master Commissioner.
Bookkeeping












• Intund's GrPatest Business Sdar
All pei sons holding claims against
the estate of Alex Lacy, are hereby
notified to file their claims with me
properly proven on or before Novem-
ber 10th 1908.
F. B. McCOWN, administrator.
October 6th, 1908. wlm
The Truth
Every person in this city who is suf.
fering from Eczema, Pimples, Dand-
ruff or any form of skin or scalp dis-
ease, can find relief and be permanent-
ly cured by Zemo, a clean liquid for
external use. All durggists sell ZENIO
Sold by At derson & Fowler Drug
Incorporat ed.
BRIAN ON TRUSTS'
DISPELS IDEA THAT HE IS ENE-
MY OF INDUSTRY.
Democratic Candidate Logically Out
lines His Policy for the Regulation
of Big Corporations
In fulfillment of his plan of elab-
orating and interpreting ths various
planks of the Democratic platform,
Mr. Bryan chose the trust question
for his subject at the Kern notifica-
tion proceedings at Indianapolis. It
is one of the most elusive of themes,
as it is one of the most vexatious of
problems. Mr. Bryan succeeded in
dispelling the idea that he is the en-
emy of industry or the friend of cen-
tralization. •
As was the case at Des Moines,
where he handled the tariff question
Mr. Bryan had again the tremend-
ous advantage ef no embarassing
alliances, understandings or con-
nections with the forces for whose
control and regulation he argued.
He left the Democratic remedies for
trust evils more clearly understood
and as logically placed as is possi-
ble without practical test.
His definition of a trust as a "cor-
poration which controls so large a
proportion of the total quantity of
any article used in this country as
to be able to regulate the price and
terms of sale" is probably as good
as any of the others, even if made
to fit the platform declaration. It
was also made clear that the fixing
of 25 per cent, of the output of an
article as the, proportion of control
which makes necessary a federal li-
cense was an arbitrary proceeding
and 50 per cent. as the forbidden
point beyond which control may not
pass was equally arbitrary. To deny
the correctness of these figures is
merely one way of avoiding discus-
sion of the correctness of the princi-
ple involved. For purpose of illus-
tration, 16 and 40 per c3nt., or 35 and
60 per cent., would be as good. It is
an insignificant matter.
Time point is that where the extent
of a business passes a certain line it
ceases to be a matte' of private con-
cern; it becomes a matter of public
concern for the very simple reason
that the interests of the public are
paramount. Beyond this point,
whatever it is, there must be federal
regulation and supervision. .Beyond
another point even such regulation
and supeivision promises no protec-
tion against the power and financial
strength involved. Government it-
self may be smaller than the cor-
poration which would control more
than 50 per cent of some commodi-
ties.
Mr. Taft's idea of recourse to in-
junctive process, when necessary,
may be in greater harmony with le-
gal theories than the fixing by law
of arbitrary lines, but it leaves open-
ings too large. Experience with the
efficacy of the injunctive process has
not been satisfying, and Mr. Roose-
velt's experience in trying to free
his party from trust domination is
fruitful in indications pointing to
failure of thel'aft remedy.
With Mr. Bryan's elucidation of
these points as the basis of the Dem-
ocratic program for trust regulation,
the reminder is a matter of detail,
designed to contribute to the attain-
ment of the one end—namely, the
retention of the benefits that come
from the perfecting of organization
and economics under combination
without seriously impairing compe-
tition or curtailing those equal op-
portunities essential to the develop-
ment of individualism.
Compared to the vague and decep-
tive demand of the Republicans for
"more laws" and the "amendment
of existing laws," the. Democratic
plan has the merit of being definite
and apparently both practical and
practicable. It certainly would in-
sure uniformity of treatment and





4-11-44 cures chobira, gapes, roup,
canker and limberneck. Price 60c.
No cure, no pay. Guaranteed by
L. L. Elgin.
CURES GAPES INSTANTLY.
Bardstown, Ky., May 4,1908.
One drop of 4-11-44 dropped down
the bill of a gaping chicken kills the
worm and relieves the chicken in-
stantly. When fed in feed or water
it is the best preventative I have
ever known. WILL COOMES. 3m
Eczema is Curable
ZEMO, a scientific preparation for
external use. Stops itching instantly
and destroys the germs that cause skin
diseases. Eczema quickly yields and is
permanently cured by this remarkable
medicine. All Druggists. Write for sam-
ple. E. W. Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.




# The C and X Y 1 or
AD BING
A SERIES OF TEN TALKS ON ADVERTISING N
written by SL!ymour Eaton of Philadelphia a 10
A man succeeds not because he advertises his
business but because he lives it; because he eats it,
sleeps it, dreams it, builds air castles about it.
The man who never builds air castles never
builds castles of any kind.
The great motive power of any business is the
strenuous personal faith of the man back of it.
Put your name to the front; your own personality.
This is a tremendous force in advertisi ng. People like
to know individuals. They like to fee 1 that they are
being served by men; not simply getting their goods
out of the hopper of a treadmill. And if people have
any kicking to do—and the American people enjoy
kicking—they prefer to kick individuals. .It is mighty
u nsatisfactory, for instance, to kick an Express Com-
pany or a Railroad or Brown, Smith & Company.
One can't hit the bull's eye.
Breathe the breath of life into your advertise-
ments. It is safe to say that nine out of every ten
advertisements which we see, are as dead as Egyptian
mummies. They are beautifully decorated; twined
around with fine linen; draped and boxed for burial.
The y have eyes and nose and mouth but they neither
see nor speak. They don't even smell. Their faces
are either made of putty or are chiseled out of
beautiful marble. There is no throbbing pulse.
Advertisements are written to appeal to live
people ,and nothing can get into the heart of humanity
so easily as another heart.
If you have faith in your goods and the public has
faith in you the circuit is complete. The advertise-
ment is simply the transmitter through which your
faith operates.
The trunk lines are all laid. Every home is con-
nected up. To put your shop in communication with
one hundred and fifty thousand possible customers
is dead easy. The newspapers go to press shortly
after midnight. At eight o'clock tomorrow morning
you can talk to one hundred thou sand people about
the few little attractive features of your shop which
you are making ready; some suits which you are
closing out at half-price or some new importations
which you got through the custom house only yester-
day. Don't run away with the idea that you need to
apologize to the public for disturbing their breakfsat
with your affairs. The people like it. A newspaper
without advertisements wouldn't sell.
Advertising isn't grammar; it isn't pictures; it
isn't type; it isn't top of page position. It is some-
thing far more real than these things. These are
merely accessories. Advertising is making the proper
telepathic connection between you and the customer.
It is the art of making the type speak.






The BEST Fire Insurance that any country building can have is a
Cortright Metal Shingle Roof
It cannot burn. It cannot leak. It never needs repairs, and makes
the handsomest long lived roof on the market. Insurance Companies
recognize its advantages and are glad to quote lower prices where it is
used. Drop in and see them.
Forbes ManTg. Co•9 incorporated Hopkinsville, Ky
"iield Seed
We have anything you want in:this line. Be sure
to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
everything with you. Bring us your corn and get
top prices either in seed or money.
Monarch Grain Co.,
(Incorporated) Wholesale and Retail
4 s
BY COMPRESSED AIII HREST EME IN
POWER IS FURNISHED AT DAVIS
MONUMENT WORKS
HOPKINS COUNTY
A machine, the like of which wa., FLAmeS RAGING ALONG POND
never before used in Hopkinsville
has been installed by Lucian H.
Davis in his monument works. This
is a big air compressor,the power for
which is furnished by an electric
motor. Hereafter all cutting and THE FIRE AREA IS EXTENDING
dressing of stone,sharpening of tools
and the running of the system of
fans all over the building will be
done tily compressed air one of the
most powerful and satisfactory 
Loss May Reach Into Thousands of
forces which has been harnessed by Dollars.—Fighting Handicapped
It is announced that Mr. Taft is 
man.
Advertising Rates. 
The compressed air, which is
about to go to Washington to have pumped into a storag
e tank by a
Transient advertising.must be paid
for in advance, 
a talk with the president. It's the p
ump which closelr resembles a
Charges for yearly advertisements 
foolishest thing he can do. It is a 
!water pump, is carried in a long iron
; will be collected quArterly, pity that he has no friend
 wio will 
pipe the entire length of the build-
All advertisements inserted wi
th-
; ing and eight tubes arc attached to
ant specified time will be char
ged
explain to him that his subservience this feed pipe at inter Os of a few
for until ordered out. 
to the president is making him ridic- feet. By adj
usting a. tool to these
•. Announcements for Marriage
s and ulous and destroying his chances
 of , tubes and turning the cock iii th
e
. Deaths, not exceeding five lines
, and election, says the Philadelphia Rec- 
!tube the air is turned on and the
• notices of preaching published gra
tis.
ord. 
power which formerly was gene' -
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o 
atecl by human muscle is now fur-
Respect, and other similar notice
s The Amecican people want a ma
n ,! nished by the compressed air. Once
five cents per line, who can stand on his own legs 
and turned on it works incessantly and
do his own thinking. It has small 
with the same amount of force
until it is turned oil again and it is a
respect for any "me, too." If the : interesting process to watch as the
Republican admiration for the pres- ., workmen dress off a piece of marble
ident were unqualified, it would still or granite or cut the lgtters into the
revolt at the idea of electing a man monument.
 The new method is # 
who seems capable of little except 
pecially adapted to the cutting of
saying "ditto" to someone else. 
The letters and those formed in this way
!show a great improvement over the
universal and profound opposition :. old hand-cut characters. litranite,
to a third term reaches a first term :on account of its hardness, ha
s al-
that is virtually no more than a ways be
en a tough proposition to
third term because the incumbent is 
work with, but with the compressed
air it is worked as easily and rapid-
a mere echo or possibly a deputy of Ily as are the softer grades of stone.
his predecessor. Not °lily does the air furnish the
HOMES IN PERIL
•„••
litany Now Li& I he declares 
for limited suffrage only.
He is in danger, however, of 
being
—PUBIAHED mobbed by the next invasion 
of
A. W. WOOD, Proprietor, grateful suffragettes, and then
 very
WNW ERA BLVG, 16 IVII81" 7TH,
 ST. likely he will be sorry he spoke.
T. C. Underwood., - 7 - 
Editor
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffice in Her-
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year  
$5.00
" three months.....  
1.26
per week  .10
Weekly per year  1.00
' per six months,  .60
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Court Directory.
CIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in
June and fourth Monday in ,Febru-
ary and September,
6 QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon-
days in January, Arril, July and
October.
, FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in
1 April and October.
COUNTY CouRT—First Monday in
every month. '
ANOTHER HORROR.
When minor infractions of the
law were tacitly excused months
ago by many good people, encour-
aged by the thoughtless and incited
by designing men, the wind was
widely sowed and a 'whirlwind of
crime and wickedness is being reap-
ed throughout this region. Nothing
spreads like evil,and.the Night Rid-
er spirit—which is one of 'anarchy—
is rapidly being communicated, and
frequently employed, wherever
content and restlessness exist.
Reelfoot Lake outrage is a powerful date is a very 
different man from TABERNACLE COURSE:,
example of this spirit, and another the president an
d that the election
of the many horrible and shameful of Mr. Taft wo
uld not be the perpet- Season Tickets Selling Rapidly.—Great
Incidents that threaten to make the uation of Roos
eveltism. But the Attractions Are Coming.
civilized world regard Kentucky candidate himself is
 doing all he can
and Tennessee with horror and dis- to make this mental
 feat impossible. We rze having great success list-
PAG,E13
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'great deal to their cause,even though
The way to be a Democrat is to
vote the Democratic ticket.
'Rah for the Rooster.
Every Democrat should do his
duty this year.
This good year 1908 is not the .year
for Democrats to sulk.
"ME TOO" TAFT.
gust.
After w iting two weeks or more
and seein no attempt to beat it, I
ask you te publish this of the Cayce
fa eily an il leave another challenge:
My grandfather, William Cayce,
and grandmother, Elizabeth Cayce,
both died several years ago, leaving
a family of ten children, seven sons
and three daughters, who have all
since died, except one son. But in
their family, one son, nineteen
in the field has been destroyed but grandsons, seventy-three great-
the greatest damage is the destrue- grandsons and nine great-great
But Republican admiration for the 'power for the tools used in cu
tting , tion of fence
s of the farmers. It is grandsons, making a total of 102,
president is not unqualified. Of 
'1 the stone but as these get dull they 
retorted that many drifts along the
° i they are sharpened on emery wheels river are on fire an
d if this is true 
who will vote fog Bryan and Kern
course Mr. Roosevelt cannot be ex- or grind stones which are
 operated 
and the full Democratic ticket.
the flame.; from these dray= may
by the same current. Even the whis- 
Or, to give my near relatives on
pected to realize that, but Mr. Taft 
spread and cause a disastrous fire
tie by which the men begin and 
father and mother's side, I have 1
should be able to see it, and if he quit their work is blown
 with corn- , unless they are extingui
shed.
pressed air. Mr. Ellis Craig, of xteports from various p
arts of the 
s In. 6 brothers, 2 nephews, 2 uncles,
cannot he ought to 11%ve friends who Evansville, a man of many:vears of 
2 brothers-in-law, 27 first cousins,
can show it to him. There are thou- 
..iis country tell of damage that has
experience, is in chnrge- of ri 
119 second cousins and 63 third
been done by fire. most of the loss
branch of Mr. Davis' business. 
cousins, a total of 223. All of whom
sands of Republicans who do not Mr. Davis invites the public gen- 
in these sections will be the iestruc- were eligible by age voted for W. J.
wish to indorse the Roosevelt ad- erally to call and see 
this new de• tion of fences.
parture in the way of machinery in 
Bryan twice and will vote for Bryan
ministration, but who are not quite 
Nearly all of the creeks and small
actual operation. It is very interest- 
and Kern on November 3, 1908, and
willing to vote the Democratic tick- ing and will repay any o
ne to make 
streams of the country have dried if elected or defeated if W. J. Bryan
a. visit to the shop. 
- up and the farmers are almost pow-
dis- et and therefore are trying hard to 
is the Democratic nominee in 1912 all
•#s  erless to fight t
he fire wheie it has of them and all others who may be
The persuade themselves that the candi- occured, because
 of the absence of
water.
A .thin haze zesembling a cloud
has hung over Madisonville for se-
oral days, which is caused by the
smoke from burning timber on Pond
River.
President Roosevelt has signed a
contract with the Outlook to act as
associate editor after his retirement
from the presidency next March
This is made subject to the existing
contract to write the story •.:f his
African travels for Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons. His work in connection
with the Outlook is to cover politi-
cal and economic topics.
LANDSLIDE EOR BRYAN
Norman Mack, chairman of the
Democratic national committee,
predicts that Bryan will win by a
landslide. He says:
"I am firmly convinced that Wil-
Every loyal Democrat should sent
liam J. Bryan will be elected by a
at least $1 to the Bryan fund.
landslide. Within the last two
weeks I have caused a careful poll
to be made by captains in hundred
s
of precincts in New York, Indiana,
and Ohio, for the purpose of obta
in-
ing the percentage of Republican
loss :over four years ago. The re-
sults of that poll were amazing.
"In no instances have the reports
At the sacrifice even of self-re- mug season tickets, all of the old par-
spect he is paying second-fiddle to rons subscribing,
 with many new
him_ subscribers. From present i diva-
the president and humiliating
tions the course this season will he a
setf by drawing as much attention big success. As it is quite inipossi-
as possible to his subordinate role. ble this year to make our usual can-
From the day of his nomination vass,we are afraid some of our regu-
Mr. Taft's chances of election have lar season ticket') holders may be
been steadily declining, partly be- overlooked, and for this reason we
cause Mr. Bryan has made so good urge you to have your name in the
an impression upon the country, but list,_as the season tickets will be re-
very largely because Mr. Taft has served Monday morning at 40
never given his partisans a moment's
chance to fdrget that he regards him-
self as a ,mere shadow or imitation
of the president. Unless 11,-. can di-
vorce himself from Rooseveltism
and stand before the country as his
own man he will have no chance
whatever of an election.
The Democratic prospects were
never as rosy as right now. Let
every Democrat do his duty in No-
ember and it will be all over but the
shouting.
A Novel Introduction,
The Dr. Howard company have
made to me shown the percentage of entered into an arrangement with L.
Republican loss in this state to be L. Elgin's drug store, by which a
less than 26 per cent., and in Eri
e special introductory offer will be
county thelosees to the Republicans 
made of 25 cents on the 60 cent size
of their celebrated specific for the
ran ft8 high as 40 per cent. Equall
y
cure of constipation and dyspepsia.
large losses to the Republicans wer
e
, . This medic
ine is a new discovery
shown not only in Ohio and Indiana
, for the cure of all diseases of the
but in the twelve other states wh
ich
the two parties are Contesting.
"nese figures mean only one
thing—Bryan's election by tremen-
dous pluralities. That these figure
s
are correct and based on a ca
reful
poll is shown from the fact tha
t I
directed the precinct captains t
o
submit with their reports the names
of the Republicans, 'with th
eir ad-
dresses, who inteaded to vote fo
r
Bryan."
The suffragists will doubtless
 be
delighted with President Eliot's de
-
claration of his opinion that w
omen
who pay taxes should vo
te. And
f om a man of his standi
ng,it meah8
stomach and bowels. It not only
gives quick relief; it makes perma-
nent cures.
So remarkably successful has Dr.
Howard's -specific been in curing
constipation, dyspepsia and all
forms of liver trouble, that L. L.
Elgin will return the price paid in
every case where it does not give re-
lief.
L. L. Elgin has been able to se-
cure only a limited supply, so every-
one who wishes to be cured of dys-
pepsia or constipation should call
upon him at once or send him 25
cents by mail, and get 60 doses of
the best medicine ever made, on
this special half price introductory
offer, with his personal guarantee to
refund the money if the specific
does not cure. (128w23
o'clock, at the office of the lttink of
Hopkinsville. We will reserve sea-
son tickets here, as Anderson &
Fowler's Drug store, may be all torn
up, by the contractors, who are to
make extensive improvements, in
this business house.
We hope to get back our old reserv-
ing place in the near future.. We are
not selling season tickets this year
with the old plea,"The tabernacle is
in debt," or "title tabernacle needs
the money" but on the basis that
you get value received for your
money. This is such a relief.
We hope this season to be able to
place some good comfortable opera
chairs in the tabernacle, and the
profits this season will go to this end.
We are not a little proud of the
course this' season, on which will be
three men very much in the public
eye just at the present, Hon. Joseph
W. Folk, governor of Missouri; Dr.
Merritte Driver, of Chicago, orator,
traveler and world-citizen; Judge
Willis Brown, judge of the Salt Lake
Juvenile Court. We will hake four
of the best musical numbez to be
found in the lyceum business; 'The
Rogers-Grilley Recitals, t e s e
el a 'ming entertainers have been to-
gether for 18 years; The Internation-
al Symphony Club, with May Fay
Sherwood, soprano, one of the high-
esepriced and best musicals ever
brought here; The Artist Tlio and
the Four Great Musical Stars Com-
pany. Everyone likes a good first
class magician, and this season we
have the best, in Karl Germain, who
will have with him this season a
company of English society enter-
tainers. This completes the course,
and we guarantee that every num-
ber will please, and that you will all






By Lack of Water.
( Madisonville Hustler.)
The Hustler has received infor-
mation that a fierce forest fire is
raging along Pond river from the
Iron Bridge to a point near Ashbys-
burg. Many farne-is in the Elk
creek neighborhood are in danger of
losing their houses by fire if the
b:aLe is not checked and their crops
will also he destroyed. The fire area
seems to be extending and u s a
hard main comes to extinguish the
flames enormous damage will be
done, for the scarcity of water in
the affected district handicaps the
farmers in fighting the flames. If
the fire assumes more threatening
proportions damage of an extensive
patine would surely rssult and the
loss will reach into the thousands.
Valuable timber is being consumed
by the angry flames, and the fire
has destroyed everything in its
path for miles.
In some instances corn standing
MANY_ INDICTMENTS
RE1 URNED bY CHRISTIAN COUN-
TY GRAND JUF:Y
4E1
Its Work Has Been Completed And
The Jurors Are Finally Cischarged
—Court Notes.
The grand jury returned a batch
of twenty seven indictinenta Tues-
day, making a total of eighty-three
for the term, and reporting that they
had completed the business before
them they were finally dismissed.
The number of people named as cis-
fendants in these indictments will
run well over a hundred as from six
to ten names appear in a single in-
dictment, this being especially true
of those where the charge is gaming.
In the last batch the charges were—




Violating the Sabbath 2
Malicious shooting 1
Carrying concealed a deadly
weapon 2
Breach of the react, 
Keeping bawdy house 1





The suit of Louis Turnley against
the Illinois Central company, in
which the plaintiff asked for $1,000
damages for injuries alleged to have
been sustained while in the employ
cf the railroad, was tried yesterday
and resulted in a verdict for the de-
fendant.
Today the suit of Mollie Poston,
colored, against the Illinois Central
is being heard.
The suit of Miss Dorothy Adams
against the city of Hopkinsville and
the Meacham Construction company
is set for hearing tomorrow and a
special venire of jurors is being sum-
moiled today to hear the case.
A motion for a new trial has been
made by the attorneys for the de-
fense in the suit of John Ducker
against the city of Hopkinsville in
which a verdict for $260 was return-
ed this week.
ISSUES CHALLENGE 1 NEW N. DEPOT
CAYCE FAMILY HAS 102 DEMO-
CRATIC VOTERS.
If This Record Can Be Beaten In Ken-
tucky, No Report Has Yet
Been Made.
IS A PROSPECT THAT IS MOST
PLEAS:NG.
Supt. Logsdon Rrings some Cood
News to the City—Temporary
Improvements Ordered.
(To the Editor of the Courier-
The visit to this city yesterday of
Journal.)
Superintendent John W. Logsden,
of the Louisville 4% Nashville rail-
26 
read in your issue of September road, revived the rumors that a new
that the Chapman family claims
to have twenty-six sons and grand-
and up-to-date depot building is to
sons that will vote for Bryan and 
be erected in the near future.
It is said that Mr. Logsden stated
Kern an,d challenges anyone to beat
it. 
while here that orders were issued
In an issue of later date E. F. 
last year that the depot should be
Jordon accepts the challenge and 
built at that time, but before ar-
rangements could be made, the
claims for his father's family,
though his father died several years 
financial panic came on and the or-
ago, he says, in their family are
thirty-four sons and grandsons and
iseven great-grandsons, making a
total of forty-one, who are all Demo-
crats and will vote for Bryan and
K rn. He says there are also two




ng a grand total of forty-
omeone to beat that if he
added to the number by having iat-
tained the age of 21, will vote for
him again.
The great majority of the above-
named voters live in the Second con-
gressional district and have voted
for A. 0. Stanley for congress twice
and will swell his majority on :the
the third day of November. They
are also in the county of Christian
and will each and everyone vote for
and do his part in making up a good
majority for Dave Smith fer sheriff
and Charles W. Morrison for county
judge. Yours for victory.
L. B. CAYCE,
Oct. 18, 1908. Hopkinss ille, Ky.
PREACHER DEAD
The Rev. Donald McDonald,. a
widely-known Presbyterian minis-
Or, is dead of typhoid fever at Pitts-
burg where he went from Danville,
Ky., September 1 to engage in city
missionary work. He was formerly
pastor „f a Presbyterian church at
Shelbyville aud had done success-
ful ministerial work in the Ken-
tucky mountains.
der was held up until quieter condi-
tions sbould prevail. He voiced the
opinion that as soon as the election
was over, affairs would soon settle
down and that he believed' it was
now only a question of a short time
until. a commodious, sightly and
conveniently appointed and well-
equipped depot would replace the
present dingy, inadequate, URCOM•
fortable and behind-the-times shack
which now occupies the site.
While here yesterday Mr. Logs-
den gave orders for some temporary
improvements to be made in the
present depot building, these being
toilet rooms, etc., but intimated that
these were for the present only.
It is to be hoped that this rumor
will be verified and that a depot
building sufficiently large and well
appointed to accommodate the
crowd of passengers which entrain
or detrain here every day, and which
will be a credit to both the railroad
and the city, will be erected in its
stead. The park which Mr. John C.
Latham is having made just across
from the depot will show up the
present structure rr.ore than ever
and if the railroad exuects to keep
abreast of the times it will be up to
them to beautify their own proper-
ty in every possible way. That they
have such intentions and that it is
only the present stringency of money
matters that has prevented the car-
rying out of these intentions, is be-
lieved generally and everybody now
expects to hear something definite
in a short while.
KENTUCKY GAME LAW.
Following are the close seasens
for game in Kentucky including the
first date. but not the last. To find
the open season reverse the dates:
Deer March 1—Sept.1.
Rabbit (except with dogs or snares.
Sept. 15—Nov. 15.
squirrel (black, gray or fox)Feb. 1—
Nov. 15*
Quail, partridge, pheasant, Jan. 1—
Nov. 16.
Pheasants,(English, ringneck, Mon- ,s,‘
golian or Chinese) all the year.
Wild turkey Feb. 1—Sept. 1.
Dove Feb. 1—Aug. 1
Woodcock  Feb. 1—June 20
Woodcock, teal,or other duck,
goose...  . .Apr.1 1- Aug. 15
*Except June 15—Sept. 15. 4
This synopsis is taken from Bulle-
tin 336, of the game laws for 1908, is-
sued by the U. S. department of ag-
riculture.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. McReynelds
left today for Decatur, Ill.
AUCTION SALE!
of the Beautiful MAY PLACE, on the
Premises, PULASKI, Tenn.,
Thursday, Oct. 29th, 1908, at 2 O'clock P. M.
This property was the home of the late J, P
. May, one of the foremost
Citizens and merchants of Pulaski. and is locate
d U4 miles north, fronting
on the Columbia & Pulaska turnpike, con
taining 130 acres,which has been
sub-divided into smaller blocks of 8 to 26 
acres each, with a beautiful resi-
dent site fronting the turnpike, on each block
. This is high class proper
ty, well located, close enough to schools an
d business in Pulaski, and you
can make a living at home, raising chickens, 
children and potatoes.
Block No. 1-13.5 acres, known as the home pl
ace, has a handsome 10.
room brick residence, 3 nice basement rooms,
 conservatory and all neces-
sary outhouses; a good cistern and well, go
od orchard and garden, and
will make one of the best and most comfo
rtable homes around Pulaski.
You cannot:put the improvements on this 
block for $10,000.00, and you
should inspect this carefully before sale 
day. Block No. 2-9.7 acretit
Block No. 3-7.2 acres; Block No. 4-11.2 
acres; Block No. 6-12 acres:
Block No. 6-11.3 acres; Block No. 7-10.5 acr
es; Block No. 8-29.4 acres;
Block No. 9-15 acres; Block No. 10, 10.4 ac
res.
PULASKI, Tenn., is located on the main 
branch of the L. Ar N. R. R.
80 miles South of Nashville, 40 miles North
 of Decatur, in the extreme
southern portion of the blue grass section 
of Middle Tennessee, is the
county seat of the good old county of Gile
s, with a thrifty and prosperous
citizenship, unequaled anywhere. Homes a
re in demand around Pulaski
people are moving in from all sections to e
ducate their children, where
you will find four of the best schools in the s
tate and fine churches of all
denominations. You cannot make a mistake
 to buy property in this com-
munity.
Come and bid on this property as it will h
e sold on easy terms—one_
fourth cash, balance in 1-2-3 years with intere
st. Hear Col. Bishop. the
200-1b. bundle of wit, wind and wisdom, wo
rth miles of travel to hear,
Sale opens promptly at 2 o'clock P. M. Thursd
ay, Oct. 29th, 1908.
P. S.—Stormy weather Thursday, sale day 
following.





Felix G• Ewing, general manager
of the Planters' association, and
Joel Fort, former organizer, were in•
thsocity yesterday.
Btirs. Moses L. Elb has returned
from Chicago where she visited Mts.
Albert Cohen.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Smith, of Eddy-
are here visiting the family of
G. U. Newman. The couple were
married last Thursday night and
stopped here en route home from
their bridal trip.
Mrs James Stites and mother, of
Louisville spent yesterday with Mrs.
W: B. Owen on Central Ave.
Vrs. T. M. Wooldridge is visiting
Mrs. Richard Leaven in the country.
John Edwards, of Trigg county is
here today.
Miss-Hester Chappell, of Prince-
ton who has been the guest of Miss
Mbry West, left yesterday for her
home.
Miss Minnie H. Johnson, of In-
dianapolis„ is the guest of Miss
Hanley, at Dr. J. B. Jackson's resi-
clifnce. Miss Johnson has visited
sre here before and has many friends.
Miss Jeanie Graham left this
*torning for Washington where she
Will spend the winter studying art.
!Miss Bet Ware left this morning
for Washington, and after a visit
there will go to Virginia to spend
the winter.
MORE ABOUT MAUDIE
As an example of equine docility
it would he hard to find a better
frpecinten than is Maud, the mule
which is now being held in the city
pound. This animal could c rry a
ljtle more flesh and owing , the
rirotruding nature of her backbone,
bareback riding would not apceal to
lilany people, but this could to over-
tome with determined f, eding.
Oaud possesses a beautiful pair of
long silken ears which droep for-
ward over her face in a mo-t pic-
turesque manner and which are oc-
ossionally lazily wafted to and fro
for the purpose of dislodging some
pestiferous fly. One can tell by look-
ing at her that she is of an exceed-
ingly amiable disposition and that
under no circumstances would she
lharm anyone. It is true that a few
>4; - Idays ago when a negro man went in
Ito feed her, and after he had dep
os-
ited the food in the trough, she 
be-
gan to kick at him, but the 
negro
,got behind the door and her 
heels
feel harmlessly upon the 
heavy
wood.
The police department are 
daily
• becoming more and more 
attached
' to Maudie. It was their 
kindness of
heart which placed her in the 
pound
when she had been forsaken an
d left
to roam the streets. The 
police have
been trying to dispose of her 
but as
yet have failed to do so. 
Once more
they notify the public th
at anyone
wanting a good, serviceable 
mule










P. Wat Hardin, Saturday, October
26.
Smith and Morrison.
David Smith and C. W. Morrison,
Democratic candidates for sheriff
and county judge, will speak at the
following times and places:
Wednesday, Oct. 21„ Honey
Grove, (Harned's storei 1 o'clock p.
m.
Wednesday, Oct. 21, 7 p. m.,
Walker's school house.
Thursday, Oct. 22. 1 p. m., Bell's
station.
Friday, Oct. 23, 1 p. m., Kennedy.
Saturday, Oct. 24, 1 p. m., West
Fork.
Monday, Oct. 26, 1 p. m., Casky.
LaVeza Clements.
Hon. LaVega Clements, of Owens-
boro, Democratic elector, Second
cangressional District, will address
the voters of Christian county, at
the following times and places:
Crofton, Thursday, Oct. 29, 1 p. m.
Pembroke, Thursday, Oct. 29, 7 p
Lafayette, Friday, Oct. 30, 1 p. m.
Hapkinsville, Friday, Oct. 30, 7:30
p.m.
Gracey, Saturday, Oct. 31, 1 p. m.
Perry's school house, Saturday,
Oct. 31, 7 p. m.
•• •  •
PERSONAL GOSSIP.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Ms. J. E.Old ham returned home
'dastnight after a visit to relatives
in Missouri.
REVEALS ROMANCE iTHRILLING STORY OF MR. TAYLOR'S
HUSBAND OF GORMAN'S DAeIGH-
T ER UNDER ARREST
Deserted From the U. S. Navy.—An
Obscure Musician Who Married
Rich Society Girl.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 21.—
Charles Magniss, a musician of
Baltimore, was arrested this morn-
ing charged with desertion from the
navy and a romaace was unearthed.
On Sept 6 he was married here to
Miss Ada Gorman, !daughter of the
late U. S. Senator Gorman of Mary-
land. Miss Gorman is a society
leader of Washington and Magoiss
a poor and obscure musician. He
left the U. S.S. Dolphin June 5 and
met Miss Gorman here, married her
and went to keeping house.
She inherited one hundred thous-
and dollars at her father's death.
Magniss had six thousand cash and
eighteen thousand in bonds when
arrested. His wife is greatly dis-
tressed over the discovery that he
is a deserter.
GRAND LODGE
Of Kentucky Masons in Session With
600 Present.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 21.—The
grand lodge Kentucky Masons is in
session here. Grand Master Barrett
Mrs. W. H. Everett is visiting her of Henderson, is in 
04 chair.
daughter, Mrs. W. S. Hancock,near Practically ever
y lodge in the state
Fairview. will be represen
ted as fully 660
members are in attendance. This
Mrs. John W. Venable is visiting annual meeting is purely one of bus-
her piece, Mrs. A. T. McCormack,in mess and few social features attend
such meetings, as the members are
here for business. The reports of
the various committees will be heard
and adopted and the election of offi-
cers will follow.
The most important piece of busi-
ness that will be transacted will be
the adoption of the new constitution.
The Hopkinsville Masonic lodge is
represented by William Carloss and
George Clark.
•  • ••
White-Duvall.
Howard Rodman Duvall and Miss
Annie Pearl White were married to-
day at the home of the bride on the
Greenville road. The couple are
quite prominent in their vicinity.
RATIONAL CURE FOR ECZEMA
No More Dosirg the Stomach—Cure
Thef Skin Through the Skin.
When you have a scratch on your
hand you wash it cut and cleanse it
and then the skin cures itself. You
do not take blood medicine to cure
a festered wound.
The best skin specialists today are
agreed that the only way to cure the
skin is through the skin.
The fact that eczema is a skin dis-
ease and not a blood disease is evi-
dent from statistics which show that
nearly all eczema sufferers are per
lectly healthy in all other ways ex-
cept as to their skin. If the eczema
patients were really suffering from
an inward malady, the entire body
and not only the skin would be dis-
eased.
You can prove immediately the
relief of a true skin cure by using oil
of wintergreen as compounded by
D. D. D. Prescription.
This liquid attacks the disease
germs, numbing them while build-
ing up the healthy tissue of the skin.
We have now handled this meritori-
ous and thoroughly scientific rem-
edy for so long and have seen its re-
liable result so many timos that we
freely express our confidence. L. L.
Hopkinsville, Ky. 1
41, •  •
PER SONAL NOTES
(From Thursday's Daily)
Nick Staddelman is able to be out,
after an illness of ten days.
J. Wallace Hancock, of Cadiz, is
in the city.
James H. Anderson returned last
night to Knoxville, Tenn.
Mrs. R. T. Durrett has gone to
Oregon to join her husband.
Mrs. F. C. Torian and little daugh-
ter, of Guthrie, were here yesterday.
Nannie Dawson, of Rock-
field, is visiting Mrs. Nellie Mitchell.
Mrs. William Waller, of Trenton,
is visiting Mrs. Bailey Waller.
Jesse Bibb, of Russellville, spent
Wednesday here.
Mrs. J. 0. Cushman is visiting in
Dover, Tenn.
ESCAPE FROM THE NIGHT RIDERS
Reaches Tiptonville After Sixty Miles Struggle Throug
h Canebrake
Underbrush.—Gov. Patterson is at Reelfoot Lake.
TIPTONVILLE, Tenn., Oct. 22.—
Gov. Patterson remained here last
night, guarded by armed men who
feared that violence would be at-
tempted on account of the execu-
tives prompt action following the
Night Rider outrage. The governor
went this morning to Reelfoot Lake
to take charge personally of the
troops.
UNION CITY, Tenn., Oct. 22.—
Col. R. Z. Taylor, is alive and is
resting quietly at the home of friends
at Tiptonville, Tenn., Capt. Quentin
Rankin's body is at his home in
Trenton, Tenn. Gov. Patterson is at
Tiptonville, and this morning will
go to Sandburg on Reelfoot Lake
to take personal charge of the work
of scouring the country for the mis-
creants who murdered Rankin and
from whom Col. Taylor escaped as
by a miracle—a miracle aided by
the aged Confederate veteran's de-
termination and quick wit.
No arrests have been made as yet.
This. summarized, is how matters
stand in the vicinity of Reelfoot
Lake, the sCene of. the dastardly
outrage of Monday night which has
stirred Tennessee as never before.
Col. Taylor tells a graphic story of
the escape from the Night Riders
and the events leading up to it. He
took advantage of the fact that the
guns of the Night Riders were
empty after firing a volley into
swaying form of Capt. Rankin and
before they could reload and tutu
attention to him he leaped into the
bayou. Behind a large log he lay
while they emptied their guns again
and again into the log, and he (lodg-
ed the poles with which they pok-
ed about in hopes of dislodging him.
Finally, believing him dead, ths,y
left and then he began his thirty-
hour tramp, or rather struggle,
through canebrake and swamp and
bottoms, his brains reeling, his
nerves tunstrung, his body torn
and lacerated by the underbrush
and cane, and growing weaker and
weaker from hunger and exhaus-
tion. At times, in the delirium of
exhaustion, he imagined the Night
Riders had recaptured him and he
found himself struggling and fight-
ing with imaginary enemies.
No arrests have been made but it
is stated that sufficient evidence has
been secured to warrant the arrest
of several whose names are properly
with held until action is taken. Col.
Taylor states that until the Night
Riders came he had supposed the
presence of himself and Rankin in
the Reelfoot section was known to
only three men—T. C. Ward, pro-
prietor of the hotel at Walnut Log ;a
teamster, Ed Powell, and an attor-
ney and surveyor,named Carpenter,
at w.hose instanee the two visited
the lake. No statement has come
from Carpenter, and effort made
from Nashville to get into touch
with him have proved unavailing.
Mr. laylor's Story.
TIPTONVILLE, Tenn., Oct. 22.—
Mr. R. Z. Taylor, who escaped from
the Night Riders Monday night, ar-
rived here unhurt from his terrible
experience except being weak and
exhausted from the hardships
through which he passed.
Mr. Taylor in telling his story,
said:
"Monday night Capt. Rankin and
I went to Reelfoot Lake in response
to a letter from Mr. Carpenter, of
Union City, who wanted to lease
some timber land. On arrival we
went to Log House, or Ward Hotel,
and early after supper retired and
we both were soon asleep. Some
time in the night we were aroused
by Mr. Ward knocking at our door.
He told us that some men outside
wanted to see us and when we went
out we found a mob of masked and
armed men. I did not recognize any
of the men. We were ordered to
dress, as the leader of the mob said
they wanted to talk to us. We put
on our clothes and accompanied the
mob to the banks of the lake some
distance from the hotel.
"The leader of the mob talked
with us, telling us that we were as-
sociating too much with Judge Har-
ris and were taking entirely too
much interest in the lake. He said
that the course of the West Tennes-
see Land company in prohibiting
free fishing was causing the starva-
tion of women and children and that
something had to be done.
"I never dreamed that the mob in-
tended us any harm, but just then
they threw a rope around Capt.
Rankin's neck and swung him to a
limb. He protested and said, 'Gen-
tlemen, do not kill me,' and the re-
Jo;
I
ply of the mob was a volley of fifty
shots. This was the first evidence
of any intention to harm uf that had
been shown, and when the firing be-
gan I jumped into the bayou and
made for a half sunken log. Behind
this I hid and the mob fired some
300 shots into the log. They evident-
ly believed I was dead, for I heard
one of them say, 'He's dead; let him
go,' and with this they rode away.
"I remained in the water until the
mob was out of hearing, and then
I went to an island in the lake,
where I remained all day Tuesday.
At night I started out again and
walked all night, coming up to a
house at 6 o'clock this morning.
This man then accompanied me to
Luther Rankin's house, where we
arrived about 8 o'clock, and where I
got something to eat, the first I had
had since Monday night."
ALLEGED RIDER
COMMITS SUICIDE
Young John Prescott Kills Himself
Before Fi!s Father.
PADUCAH, Ky., Oct. 22. —John
Prescott, aged 19, who was recently
indicted for complicity in the Night
Rideiraid on Birmingham, Ky.,
committed suicide this morning in
the presence of his father.
LARGE ATTENDANCE.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 22.—The
Ohio Valley improvement associa-
tion met here today with 1000 dele-
gates in attendance.
FOR SALE—New cottage on
Alumni avenue, six rooms, bath,
garden, lot and stable. Apply to J.





Christian county's first forest fire
as a result as the extreme dry con-
And dition of everything, raged all day
yesterday in Walnut Grove, about
eight miles from town. The fire is
supposed to have started Tuesday
night from a fire built in the woods
by three boys wto were 'possum
hunting.
The fire was not discovered until
Wednesday morning and had at-
tained considerable spread at that
time. It continued to spread until
it had burned entirely through the
woods one way, the dead timber,
undergrowth and leaves being con-
sumed. The living timber was not
burned and while it will be injured
somewhat it is not thought the loss
will be heavy in this regard. Wal-
nut Grove church was saved by the
neighbors who also fought the fire in
the woods and late last night got it
under control. It is still burning
but no danger is anticipated.
The woods belonged to Frank
Kelly and Mrs. M. E. Williams and
covered fifty or sixty acres.
[mai BRYAN FUND.
L. 
Previously acknowleged ...... $25
Ross Rogers  1
Cash 
In these days just on the eve of the
peat national election, there is an
urgent need of money to defray the
legitimate expenses of the Demo-
cratic campaign.
The New Era is in receipt of the
following letter.
Democratic National Committee
Office of the Treasurer
Chicago, III.. Oct. 19, 1908.
The Kentucky New Era.
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Gentlemen:—
Replying to yours favor of the
16th inclosing $25.00, subscription re-
ceived through you to the Demo-
cratic National Campaign Fund,
wish to say that souvenir receipts
will be mailed direct to you for dis-
tribution.
Assuring you that the National
Committee appreciates the good
work you are doing, and trusting to
410
^
I have the pleasure of hearing frontyou.again in the near future, I an.
Youre very truly,
J. B. DOOLIN,
Ass i 8 ta n t Treasurer.
l
Every loyal Deriteerat AI ould con-
tribute to the .furut. Bring or send
your money to the New Era and it
will promptly he forwards I to the
national treasurer. A ha ndsome
Byran button will be preseited to




Monday Night Nov. 2.
International Symphony
Club.












Wednesday Night, Oct. 28
RESERVE YOUR
SEASO.N TICKETS
At the Bank of Hopkinsville
Monday Morning, Oct.
26th, at 10 a. m.
SEND IN YOVR NAME
20 dozen Men's Fine Woven Madras
Shirts, some plaited, many coat
styles, all sizes, worth $1
Cut to 50 Cents.








To cheek early colds or Grippe with "Preventics"
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
'with Preventics is safer than to let it run and be
obliged to cure it afterwards. To be sure. Pre-
igentics will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
taken early—at the mem stage—they break, or
head off these early colds. That's surely bettor.
That's why they are cialed Preventics.
Preventics are little Candy Cold Cures. No Quin-
ine no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for the
ethildren—and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
4hilly. if you sneeze. if you ache all over, think of
eventics. Promptialss may also save half your
usual sickness. And don't forget your child. if
;here is feverishness. nightor day. Herein prob-
ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold in
Sie boxes for the pocket. also in 2ne boxes of 48





AND ARE GIVEN SENTENCES IN
THE PENITEN TlaRY
a




Two negroes were given peniten-
tiary sentences yesterday in circuit
court. Both admitted their guilt
,and the; cases were submitted to
juries without the introduction of
.any testimony or the argument of
etoansel and with only a brief verbal
!instruction from: the court. Will
:Boyd, who was charged with steal-
-1'1g some clothes from a trunk be-
;longing ito W. H. Nabb, of Ceru-
lean Springs, which had been left at
'the Illinois Central depot, was giv-
en one year. John Henry Cole,
'charged with robbing the meat house
'of James Everitt, on the Princeton
:read, was sent up for five years.
The damage'suit of Walter Massie
'against the Louisville & Nashville
• railroad company was begun yester-
day and completed today. The
plaintiff claimed that he boarded a
:train at Pembroke to come to Hop-
kinsville and not having had time to
:procure a ticket he offered the:con-
!dnetor the regular ticket fare of 28c
but the conductor demanded be
imore and when this was not paid he
iput the young man off the train.
L'eath Near Fairview.
Mr. H. B. Hancock died last night
!at his home near Fairuiew. Heart
Ikrouble,following an attack of fever,
!trained the death. Mr. Hancock
was a useful cit izen and had a host
ief i;ends who are grieve d over his
!Ate*? )). He was a member of the
iiratpti-t chinch and leaves a widow
,anet two children. The funeral took
;place. ;b L' afternoon.
Mr. Duffs at Cerulean
Hort. John (`. Duffy, of Hopkins-
villa, made a fine Democratic speech
At Ceralean last Saturday night to a
good crowd. Much enthusiasm was
alanilested and things are in fine
shape for Mr. Bryan and the ticket.
—Cadiz Record.
Geis a Pardon
Gov. Willy n pardoned Sam Mar-
tin, convicted ie Laurel county on a
eharge of unlawfully detaining a
woman against her will. Martin was
eonvieted of detaining a girl under
16 years of age and sentenced to the
penitentiary for ten years. He has
served one year of that time. The
mien is of elixed blo id and it was
thought at first that he was a negro
and the gir white. Later it developed
that they were both of mixed blood.
it was shown to the governor that
Martin had married the girl.
Clubbing
Offer
Here's a Good One
$1.55
The Tobacco Planter,
publishsel at Guthrie in the interese
af the Dark District Planters Pro-
tective Association and
The Weekly Ky., New Era
Both papers one year for $1.55.
$1.65
911A Tobacco Planter."
"The Planters Association Year
Book."
"The Weekly Kentucky New Era




DeLeGATE e) AT T, CUM-
elERLA E-ll-' YN
)win . to r i's J-ath,Stated Glerk
iVill C; t I the Session to
Order.
Last month this city eetertamed
ale Kentucky Sunday School and
Nfissionary association et the Ch is-
tian church, one .it the most im-
portant religious gatherings held in
the state this year, and following
close on its heels will come another
state meeting of atiother denomina-
tion and onc in which wide interest
is taken. This will be the eightieth
snnual session of the Kentucky
-plod of the Cumberlend Presby-
terian church, which will convene
in the Cumberland Presbyterian
church here Oct. 27 and will last
through Oct. 30.
Two years ago this same body met
here in what is regarded as one of
the moat important meetings ever
held by a denomination in the state
up to this time, and the meeting now
in prospect is expected to be un-
usually interesting. Several hun-
dred delegates are expected from all
over Kentucky and eminent divines
of the denomination from other
states will be here and take part in
the proceedings. Reperts from ;all
of the various boards, which have
in charge the different branches of
the church work, will be made in
detail, among these being the board
of missions, the board of education,
the board of publication, the board
of :church extension, etc. Reports
from the young people's work and
the Sunday schools will be made.
These reports are expected to show
a marked advancement in the work
during the past year and the read-
ing is looked forward to with much
eagerness by the membership gener-
ally. Among the most prominent
state preachers who will be here
will be Rev. E. B. McEuen, clerk of
the synod ;Rev. G. B. McDonald, of
Greenville presbytery; E. W. Fooks
of Mayfield presbytery; Rev. J. T.
Barber ..;f Louisville presbytery;
Rev. E. S. Eschman of Bowling
Green presbytery.
The seseions will all be held in the
Cumberland Presbyterian church
and will begin on the evening of Oct.
27. The synod will be called to order
by Rev. E. B. McEuen, the clerk,
this being necessary on account of
the recent, death of Moderator J M.
Gill, of Elkton. Dr. McEuen will
preside until another moderator is
selected, this being one of the first
matters of business to be atten led
0. The introductory sermon will be
delivered by Rev. G B. McDonald.
Of the Greenville presbytery.
As was the case with the meeting
of the Christian clan eh, the dele-
gates to the synod will be given free
entainments in the homes of the cit-
izens. The railroads have all granted
reduced rates for the occasion. The
membirs of the local church are
hard t.t work pit-paring fur the meet-
ing, and nothing will be left undone
which preenieee to add to the pleas-
tire and profit of the guests while
they are in the city.
••••• I% IL
.1 -WAN
Far to the east, beyond the ocean
wide,
Stretches a land. encitel
by the ocean stream,
Rise ftsim its dept h.-;and mountains,
Snow capped, tower to 111-1 skies.
Fair are these isles and green ;
Thither, traveller, turn: and in this
fairy land,
Find, thou, a rest, a paradise, Ja-
pan.
—G. ('. .A. .1R.
NINT RIDERS" LEFT NOTES
Hawesville Farmers Receive Warnings
to Sign.
A few days ago, Messrs. Joe Wil-
liams, H. F. Temple and Taylor
Chambers, farmers living near town
received in their mail boxes notes
signed by "Night Riders" to the ef-
fect that they must sign the tobacco
pooling pledge, and in the event of
their refusal to do PO their barns and
houses would be burned, says the
Hancock Clarion. Mr. Williams
note was placed in his box in day-
light, and was very poorly written.
The other two were printed with a
pencil. We are told that Messrs.
Temple and Chambers at once sign-
ed the pledges, but Mr. Williams re-
fused to do so. He does not take the
matter very seriously, and says he
will not sign. Who the parties are
writing these communications is not
known to any of the gentlemen re-
ceiving them.
The Bach-re o on. ety
Is on every wrapper o. Doctor Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery because a full
list of the ingredients composing it is
printed there in plain English. Foy ty
years of experience has proven its super!. e
worth as a blood purifier and invigot -
ing tonic for the cure of stomach disorder:-
and all liver ills. It builds up the run-
down system as no other tonic can in
which alcohol is used. The active medic-
inal principles of native roots such as
Golden Seal and Queen's root, Stone and
Mandrake met, Bloodroot and Black
Cherrybark are extracted and preserved
by the use of chemically pure, triple-
refined glycerine. Send to Dr. R. V. Pierce
at Buffalo, N. Y., for free booklet which
quotes extracts from well-recognized med-
ical authoriti such as Drs. Bartholow,
King, Scuddi Coe, Ellingwood and a
host of othe , showing that these roots
can be yended upon for their curative
action i all weak states of the stomach,
accom ied y indigestion or dyspepsia
as well 11 bilious or liver complaints
and in -Dating diseases" where there
Is los flesh and gradual running down
of t strength and system.
The "Golden Medical Discovery "makes
rich I re blood and so invigorates an.
I:Lgl 1
and. _Omen; t ierneehe_ whole system.
Thus all skin affections, blotches, pimPie3
and eruptions as well as scrofulous swel-
lings and old open running sores or ulcers
are cured and healed. In treating old
running sores, or ulcers, it is well to in-
sure their healing to apply to them Dr.
Pierce's All-Healing Salve. If your drug-
gist don't happen to have this Salve in
stock, send fifty-four cents in postage
stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical Institute, Buffalo. N. Ye and
a large box of the "All-Healing Salve" and in Lev. xvii, 11; Heb. ix, '"), it is
will reach you by return post. very -clearly taught that this forgive-You can't afford to accept a secret nos-
trum asasubstitute for this non-alcoholic, I ness can only be by the shedding of
medicine OF KNOWN COMPOSITION, not blood, and what or whose blood is
even though the urgent dealer may I stated in Eph. i, 7, and many parallel
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate passages—"In whom we have re-
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. demption through His blood, the for-
Sugar-coated, tiny granules, easy to take .giveness or sins, according to the
as candy, riches of His grace." In verse 5 of our
psalm we see that in order to obtain
forgiveness there must be an acknowl-
edgment, an uncoveriug,a confession of
sin, iniquity and transgression, for he
that covereth his sins shall not pros-
per, but he that coefesseth and fo.-
saketh them shall have mercy (Prov.
xxviii, 13). or, as in Ps. xxxviii, 18,
"I will declare mine iniquity; I will be
•••••••00:;!••—••
Ha SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson IV.—Fourth Quarter, For
Oct. 25, 1908.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, Ps. xxxii—Mem-
ory Verses, 1, 2—Golden Text, Ps.
xxxii, 1—Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Stearns.
Cr-
















Tile district stewards will meet
i he Methodist church, Hopkinsville,
at 10:30 a. m., Oct. 27.
JOHN W. LEWIS,
Presiding Elder
[Copyright, DOS, by American Press Association.]
We turn today to this psalm for a
lesson on the joy of forgiveness, and
the fact that there is so little joy on
the part of those who profess to be
forgiven may indicate that there has
neeer been a realization of what sin
is or possibly no assurance of forgive-
ness, for when such a word as (Isa.
xliii, 25) "1, even I. am He that blot-
teth out thy transgieessioas for mine
own sake and will not remember thy
sins" fails to produce great gratitude
and gladness it indicates a sad indif-
ference to one's guilt or to the great
cost of the redemption which takes it
away. Our lesson begins with "Oh,
the happiness of him whose transgres-
sion and sin and iniquity has been put
away." In Ex. xxxl, 4. 7. the Lord pro-
claims Himself as the one who for-
gives luiquity, transgression and sin,
sorry for my sin."
God is ever ready to forgive if only
_ the sinner will confess his guilt. He
October 1.•
" 18-19 ty, that thou bast transgressed against
Elkton, circuit  says, "Only acknowledge thine iniqui-
Elkton, statism . 
" 24-25 the Lord thy God Per. Ili, 131. Again,Elkton, mission • 
" 26-26 it is written, "If we confess ourAllensville, circuit 
Oct. 31, Nov. 1 sins He is faithful an
d just to
Pembroke forgive us our sins and to cleanseNov. 1-62Trenton and Guthrie us from all unrighteousness" (I Johu
Cerulean 
6 1, 9). The result of attempting to
Canton, mission... ....... cover our sins from God is seen
4 4
Cadiz, circuit In verses 3 and 4 of our lesson. That
7-8Cadiz, station men should be so deluded as to think
" 13-14
15-16 
it possible to hide anything from HimSalem....  
to whom all things are naked and open
16 and to whom darkness and light are
17 all alike seem hardly conceivable, but
20 as soon as Adam and Eve sinned we
21_22 see them attempting to hide from Go.:
22-23 (Gen. 
iii, Si, so blind and so foolish
28 
does sin make people. In one place
the pan Imiet says, -So foolish was 1
23-30 and ignorant I was as a Least before
5 thee" (Ps. lxxili. 22).
4 • 6.7 In verses. 0, 7, the safety of the for-
12.13 given is spoken of us a h:ding in :asl
13-14 and thus preserved from troeble and
15 compassed about wit!' song of deliv-
erance, rernindhig us of the gracious
words of Isa. xliii. 1. 2. "Fcelr not.  for
I have redeemed thee; I have called
thee by thy name; thoe art mine,"
and then the assurance that neither
flood nor tire can real:y harm those
who are truly His. "Our life is hid
with Christ in God." "preserved in
Jesus Christ" (Col. iii, :;; Jude. 1)—we
know that these things are written in
the book, but how few ceruparatively
seem to peY appropriate them as to
cause them to be filled with joy and
peace! There seems to be a great fail-
ure to possess our possessions (Obad.
17), a slowness to believe that God
means what He says and that He
means you or me or any one who
humbly and persistently comes to Him.
We should be like the man in John iv
who believed the word which Jesus
had spoken and went his way expect-
ing to find his son well. Being for-
given by His great work without any
of ours (Rom. iv. 5; Tit. iii, 5) and
safely hidden in Himself, we are now
free to serve Him, to live unto,. Him
and to walk in the good works He has
prepered for us (Eph. ii, 10; Tit. iii, 8),
but this also must be His working in
us, and for every step we need His
sure guidance, which is vouchsafed to
us in. verse S of our lesson. The mar-
gin is very helpful, "I will counsel
thee; mine eyes shall be upon thee,"
or I will tell you how to go and watch
you to see that you get there. This,
however, implies nearness and inti-
macy, for we can only tell anything by
a look to those who are near to us and
know us. See this pure guidance clear-
ly and fully promised in lea. xxx, 21,
Ex. xxiii, 20, and illustrated in Israel.
If Israel had wanted to stay when
the cloud said go or to go when the
cloud said stay, it would have made
It very hard for them. It is only when
there is perfect submission that all is
at rest. The exhortation in verse 9
not to be as the horse or the mule
must be taken in the light of the last
clause of the verse, for there are
horses and mules, too, which put to
shame many who drive them. In Isa.
1, 3. God says that the ox and the ass
had more intelligence than His people
Israel. Even from the birds and the
flowers He would have us learn les-
sons of trust in Him who has assured
us that we are of more value than
many sparrows. The righteous may
have sorrows here, but they shall all
be turned into joy (John xvi, 20),
whereas the sorrows of the wicked
shall be forever. The psalm ends with
gladness and rejoicing and even shout-
ing for Joy, but it is all in the Lord,
for there is no abiding joy apart from







if BOIL YOUR DRINKING WATER.41
Boil your driuking water if you
are not absolutely suro of its purity,
urg. s a Kentucky exchange.
Formerly typhoid fever was re-
garded as an unavoidable disease.
it ie now rightly called by the medi-
cal profession a preventative dis-
ease. It is known that it is contract-
ed by taking into the system always,
or a 'most always, through the
mouth, a specific germ. The germ
is usually conveyed in water. A dish
of lettuce that has been washed in
contaminated water may infect any-
one who eats the lettuce. More fre-
quently the germ is received into
the mouth in drinking water. Thou-
sands of 4, persons whose health is
rugleed carry about with them the
germs of one or more diseases with-
out oeing stricken with the maladies
the bacilli represent. Tuberculosis,
scientists tell us, may remain latent
in the system for a long time or per-
manently. But it is well to take ev-
ery reasonable precaution to prevent
dangerous germs from getting into
the lelood.
The terrible drouth of the last two
months has caused a shrinkage- in
the water supply and affected its
quality. A warning was sent out the
other day by the Pittsburg board of
health urging the people to take the
precaution of boiling drinking water
to prevent, so far as possible, the
spread of typhoid fever this fall and
next winter. Such warnings should
not go unheeded in Kentucky. An-
alysis by a competent chemist will
tell whether water in a cistern is
pure. The sources of streams or
springs may, however, be affected at
any time. Preventive medicine is
saving more lives in America today
than ever before. The old adage
about an ounce of prevention is be-
ing applied by advanced science.
Applied at home it saves suffering,
expense and often life.
ireaztests +whet Jet SW
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• J. J. SKIN DISEASES
When the blood is pure and healthy, the skin will be soft, smooth, and
free from all blemishes and eruptions; but when some acid humor takes
root in the circulation, its presence is quickly manifested by some form of
skin disease The skin receives its necessary nourishment and strength
from the blood. When, however, this vital fluid becomes a humor-laden
stream, it can no longer preserve the healthy, natural appearance of the skin,
but by its acrid, impure nature continually irritates and inflames the delicate
tissues and fibres and keeps the cuticle in a diseased and disfigured condition.
External applications cannot reach the blood, and therefore are beneficial
only for their ability to reduce inflammation, and assist in keeping the parts
clean. To cure any skin trouble the blood must be purified of the humors
that are causing the trouble. S. S. S. drives out the humors from the blood
so that the skin, instead of being irritated and diseased, is nourished by a
healthy, cooling stream. S. S. S. goes down into the .circulation and
removes every particle of impure matter, all acids and humors, and restores
the blood to its normal, pure condition, thereby curing every form of skin
disease or affection. Book on skin diseases and any medical advice free to
all who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
WANTED
Buy Car Load or Less Any Quantity
, Elms, Poultry. Wool,
leathers, tlinseng, Beswax,
Tallow, Cow Hides, Mule Hides
IMINMMMEIMINNIMIlt
horse Hides and Sheep Hides
Dnn't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or 'hone
The Haydon Produce Company
Cumb. Phone 26-3, Home Phone 1322.






Bad taste? Last night's dinner didn't agree?
Well, just step over to the drug store and
get a bottle of
Kodol
For Indigestion and Dyspepsia
Take a good, liberal dose, and you will be
surprised how good it will make you feel.
Kodol makes weak stomachs strong.
Kodol is pleasant and palatable.
Kodol digests all the food you eat.
.••••••••
Keeps the Stomach Sweet




ATA R R 14
Elv's Cream Balm
is quickly absorbed.




brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.
DRS FEIRSTEIN &SMITH
DENTISTS
Summer Both Next to Court
Bldg. Phones House
Dr. R. F. McDaniel,
Practice Limited to
Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose St Throat
Office in Summers building near
Court house. Phones—office, Cumb
918; Home 1210. Residence, Cumb.
210; Home 1140. Office hours: 8 to
12 a. in., 2 to 5 p. m.













Draeahon gives contracts, backed by chain 4
130 uolleges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
ears' success, to secure eosItioes U ndet




pro,tosition, concede that he teaches more
Ro(A iteeping In THREE months than they
or, R. L. Bradley, ,is.. SIX. Draugho
n can convince 
AN 115n rrernts;1 n!:Court Reporters
lraduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada. 
,LeialoireielisfieltrEauci;ileA Gru.kEnow It Is THE BEST,
write the system of shorthand Draughon
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Case
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and which
ini ode:, toplrealicsnliedatelial"t cai
)11 or write Jo. FY. DRA
• DRAUGHON*5
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
ovz also Ida BY 4LAIIJ
itrirezhalt. Neurotomy or the cure
of lameness in Navicnlar diseases. (Incorporata
d)
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable, PADUCAH, NASHVILLE,
East Ninth street, near L. & N.sszle- EVANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS.
pot. Telephone 145.
promptly attended to.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephoe  ELECTRIC "T" BE8'' Fe
HOPKINSVILLE KENTUCKI
Lratio,a or Stallions; fling by a new
proceAs. Very specia surgical opei











WEE/ILif 'I' U CKY NEW ERA.
, PROMINENT LAWYERS VICTIMS OF




TERRIBLE CRIME COMMITTED Al
REELFOOT LAKE.
AO MEN TAKEN OUT AND SHOT
Band of between 70 and 80 Devils
Kill Attorneys of West Tennessee
Land Company.
PADUCAH., Ky., Oct. 20.—The
most terrible outrage in the 
long
list of Night Rider crimes in 
Ken-
tucky and Tennessee occurred las
t
night when two prominent attorneys
of Union City, Tenn., were made 
the
victims of a murderous band of out-
laws at Reelfoot Lake.
The victims were:
HON. R. Z. TAYLOR, AGE 60.
CAPT. QUINLAN RANKIN.
Both gentlemen, who were a
mong
the most influential and highl
y re-
spected citizens of lennessee, 
were
attorneys of the West Tennessee
Land company, which owns 'the
fishing and ferry rights of the lake,
and against which the Night Riders
have long had enmity.
Burned Building.
Recently the building of the com-
pany situated on the lake was 
burn-
ed by the outlaws.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Taylor
and Capt. Rankin went to Reelfoo
t
on a fishing trip, and were spending
the night at Walnut Lodge, home of




Last midnight, a band of between
seventy and eighty masked and
- armed men surrounded the 
house
and forced the visitors to come oat.
Taking the gentlemen with them
the band disappeared in the direc-
tion ot a thick jungle.
Early this morning, when neither
Capt. Rankin nor Mr. Taylor had
returned, Mr. Ward instituted a
search for them
Body is Found.
He found some distance in the
jungle the body of Mr. Taylor, tied
to a tree and riddlee with bullets.
Life was extinct.
No trace of Capt. Rankin was at
that time discovered.
Mr. Ward went to a telephone.
five miles distant, and com.nunicat-
ed with tliet eherlff of the county,
who, with a posse of men, hurried
to the scene.
Later a telephone message to this
city stated that Capt. Rankin was
found far in the jungle deeperately
woiiinded. He was not dead when
first reached, but it is reported that
he died later this morning.
Sheriff' 4 Posse.
The sheriff's Posse has not been
able to capture the Night Riders or
to obtain any information leading to
their identity.
Mr. Taylor had long been a lead-
ing citizen of west Tennessee. His
daughter married U. S. Senator
Robt. L. Taylor.
Capt. Rankin was captain in 1898
of the crack Memphis company in
the Tennessee state guard.
The entire region is in a state of





Mr. Taylor and Capt. Rankin had
lately instituted suits against a num-
ber of persons living in the region of
Reelfoot lake to prevent them from
trespassing on the property of the
West Tennessee Land company.
This is supposed to have been the
cause of the Night Rider's awful
crime.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Smith who have
been to Oklahoma and Missouri for
two weeks, will arrive home tonig
ht.
DR. H. C. BEAZLEY
Specialist
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND THROAT
Office hours 9 to 12 a. m , 2 to 6 p.
m. Office, Main St., over Kre
ss'
store, Hopkinsville, Ky.
FOREST IS ON FIRE
SERIOUS DAMAGE IN FRANKLIN,
COUNTY, KENTUCKY
Village of Choatesville is in Danger
and Hundreds of People Are
Fighting the Flames.
FRANKFORT, Ky., October 20.—
Franklin county is threatened with
a serious forest fire.
Some boys who were smoking
cigarettes in the woods, threw down
a lighted stub. From this the fire
started, and the flames are raging in
an alarming manner.
Already seventy-five acres of
woodland have been consumed, and
the loss is heavy.
The village of Choatsville is in
danger.
Hundreds of people are out fight-
ing the flames as best they are able.
ROB DRUG STORE
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Tijieves entered the the drug store
of Martin & 'Boyd last night and
took all the money from the cash
drawer, amounting to $60. The
thieves gained an entrance by rais-
ing the grating in the pavement and
coining up through the cellar.
While the pupils and teachers
were at supper last Saturday night,
some one entered one of the rooms
at Bethel college and secured $.3.65
in money,a gold bracelet, a pin and




Mrs. C. H. Hill and little daugh-
ter, of Nashville are visiting Mrs.
Kate Lander on West 19th, street.
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. B. Reeder and
little son, of Columbia, Tenn., are
visiting his mother in this city. •
J. C. hdams, of Era, Ky., was in
the city today.
Miss Mattie May Milliken, of
Louisville. who has been visiting
her grandmother, Mrs. M. J.Under-
wood, went to Franklin, Ky.. today.
John C. Latham, of New York, is
in the city.
Gordon Buckner, of Middlesboro,
is visithig his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Buckner.
Mrs. James Branham and grand-
children will leave tonight for Bir-
mingham, Ala.
For Sale
I will sell privately, a certain tract
or parcel of land situated in Chris-
tian County, Ky., 2X miles north of
Pembroke, and containing 388 acres.
said land will be sold in lots, or as a
whole, to suit purchasers.
This Property
is in a good state of cultivation, and
has a 5 room dwelling, stable and all
other necessary outbuildings, in-
cluding two barns that will house 26
acres of tobacco, and is well sup-
plied with water.
This Farm
is one of the best tobacco raising
farms in Christian county. Over 100
acres is in fine timber, composed
largely of red oak and hickory.
Possession given January 1st,
1909.
Terms.
One third cash, balance one .and
two years, with lien retained in deed,
to secure deferred payments.
For futher information, apply to,
William Tandy,
R. F. D. No. 2, Hopkins-
ville, Ky., or Hunter
Wood 8t Son, Hopkins-
ville, Ky. William Tandy,
Agent,
October 1, 19 08
y:ikillimal416114114.&M.axameSAiiav '
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WILLSON WANTS TO SHOW HE HAS
NEIIHER HOOPS, HORNS NOR A TAIL
LARGE STOCK
BARN BURNED
ANIMALS ARE SAVED ONLY AFTER
HEROIC EFFORTS
RILEY ATKINS IS SCORCHED
Thirty-Three Head Rescued From
Building in Flames.—Loss $2,000;
Insurance $1,000.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
The big stock barn on the farm of
Atkins & Ellis was burned last night
about 8 o'clock. The blaze is sup-
posed to have started from a care-
lessly dropped 'cigarette stub or a
match. When discovered the entire
interior of the barn was ablaze.
There were thirty three head of
stock in the barn and it was only by
the most heroic .work and in the
face of imminent danger that Mr.
Atkins and his sons got these out.
All of them were saved, though, and
only two mules were burned to any
extent. These two were considera-
bly injured by the straw with which
their stals were bedded catching fire
and enveloping them in the flames
and by inhaling the smoke. One
mule's eyes were also badly in-
jured
Riley Atkins, one of the sons, suf-
fered painful burns about the head
and face in getting out the stock.
His hair and eyebrows were badly
singed but his injuries are not con-
sidered serious.
Several tons of hay and about ten
barrels of feeding corn, all the har-
ness and other paraphernalia were
destroyed with the building.
The loss is $2,000, with $1.000 insur-
ance.
Value of Insurance.
Fires originate in unexpected
places and from unknown causes.
Doubtless some one who reads this
article will sustain the next loss.
Are YOU insured and have you the
best insurance your money can buy?
The Giant Insurance Agency (In-
corporated), settles their losses
promptly and equitably and guaran-
tees to sell their policies at as low
rate as any company doing business,
Office in First National Bank build-
ing. Both 'phones.
STOP POLITICS
Think a Moment of the Next Great
Tabernacle Course.
It will be impossible this year to
make a personal canvass for those
who want season tickets, and we
would like for all our former patrons
and friends to phone, or drop us a
line, and we will add their names
to the list You can't afford to miss
the list of attractions offered this
season, as it is by far the best
we have offered in the last fiv
years. Think of it, if you have a
season ticket, youget choice location
in reserving your seats, and you
hear Gov. Folk for 28c; you hear the
great International Symphony Club
for 28c, also the Four Stars company
for 28c, whereas the fellow who fails
to provide the season ticket must
pay $1.00 for these attractions.
Single tickets for the other five num-
bers will be 50c and 76c each. If the
season ticket sale will justify it, we
propose to give season ticket holders
an extra attraction; this will make
nine numbers in all, and the great-
est course Hopkinsville has ever
had. Don't fail to send in your
names or you may be overlooked,
and we want to take care of our
regular patrons. Some of them
have bought season tickets every
year a course has been run, and
since we can't see them in person,
we take this means of reminding
them. Season tickets will be reserv-
ed Monday morning October 26.
UNION TABERNACLE A)SSO.
For Carrying Pistol.
Carl Brewer, of Cadiz, was ar-
rested Saturday night charged with
carrying a pistol. He gave bond,
with CommonVealth's Attorney
Denny P. Smith as surety. He will
be tried Thursday.
44,:ttAit‘  -4"A•V*-% '3;&--
GOVERNOR WILL MAKE SPEECH
AT CADIZ
Will VISIT OTHER PLACES
And Explain to People His Purpose in
Sending Soldiers to the Slack
Patch.
The Louisville Herald has the fol-
lowing which will prove of interest
to citizens interested in the govern-
or's movements:
"Just to show the people in the
heart of the night rider district that
the governor of Kentucky is one of
the most amiable men alive and that
he has neither horns, hoofs nor tail,
Augustus E. Willson has decided to
make three speeches in the First
district, beginning at Cadiz. He had
to change some dates to make the
towns, but he[declared that lie would
yield to the importunities cf his
friends and the curiosity of his ene-
mies and speak in Trigg, Calloway
and Hickman counties, which have
been ravaged by the torch and the
Winchester of the night marauders.
"On Monday, Oct. 26, Gov. Will-
son will reach Cadiz and at 1 o'clock
In the afternoon he will speak to
what will undoubtedly be one of the
greatest crowds ever gathered in
Kentucky. The papers of that sec-
tion have abused the governor more
than any in the state, and the feel-
ing of the people is supposed to be
one of enmity.
"It is Mr. Willson's intention to
show them by argument and some
facts that he has heretofore kept
concealed that in sending the sold-
iers and finally suppressing the in-
surrection by night he has done the
state the greatest service in the
power of the administration and
made peace at least in the district
between the Tennessee and the Cum-
berland rivers.
" 'The people in this section,' said
the governor in making his decision,
'are of the same fine stuff that com-
poses the Kentucky population in
the Bluegrass and they have al-
lowed themselves to be maligned
without justice. I am going there
and tell them the conditions as 1
found them and the reason why I
have acted with the martial spirit
attributed to me.'
"Whether or not the governor will
talk plainly of the Night Riders is a
matter of conjecture, but it is re-
membered that he did net fail to do
so if?' Hopkinsville, which, in De-
cember, 1907. was raided and pill-
aged by marauders.
"Following his Cadiz speech, Gov.
Willson will go at once to Murray,
where, on Tuesday morning, Octo-
ber 27, he will address the people of
Calloway county, and those of many
other divisions who will undoubted-
ly come to hear him.
"That night he will speak at Ful-
ton, near the scene of the massacre
of the Dave Walker negro family by
Night Riders some weeks ago."
Hunters Back Home.
George C. Long and Gabe Camp-
bell returned last night from Law-
ton, Oklahoma, where they attend-
ed the national meeting of the
League of American Sportsmen as
the delegates from Kentucky. They
report having had a most enjoyable
tim and Mr. Campbell claims to
have caught a live jack rabit him-
self, He also says there is no coun-
try like Kentucky, and Christian
county is the best of all, and anyone
who desires ten reasons why land
investiments should be made at
home and not in the west can apply
to him.
KENNEDY ITEMS.
Mr. E. W. Royster and wife are in
Clarksville today.
Miss Smith who has :been quite
sick is able to take charge of her
school.
Miss Lizzie Freeman from Ashland
City is the guest of Miss Maggie
Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith, of
Clarksville spent Sunday wfth Mrs.
Smith's s:ster Mrs. R. D. Fort.
Mr. W. D. Elliot who has been
sick is better.
Madisonville Wins.
The football game at Madisonville
Friday between the High school
team of that city and Hopkinsville
resulted in a victory for Madison-
ville by a score of 11 to 0.
Every woman covets a shape-
ly figure, and many of them
deplore the loss of their girl-
WOMEN iTshe for mrisn ga fotefr chmiladrrreiangei
s.
often destructive to the
mother's shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of
Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birth less, and carries her
safely through this critical
period. Thousands grate-
fully tell of the benefit and
relief derived from the use
of this remedy. :Tv zr ggbottle.
Book mailed free to all expectant mothers.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.
"4.••••••••••••••11411141•.-
You are cordially invited to visit the
Corset Department of
T. M. Jones
and avail yourself of the services o
the expert corset specialist
Miss Caroline Peterson
of the designing and fitting department of
the celebrated
Redfern and Warner Corsets
• •t.t




4. Bank of Hopkinsville
Capital, $100,000.00
Surplus, $36,000.00
With the largest eombined Capital and Surplus of an.$
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern turglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
4. 3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
4 of Deposit
• HENRY C. GANT, President.
eie• 
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H L. MePHERSON, Asst. Cashier
















Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
:Ind time deposits. $1 opens an account
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier










:. We invite your Capital, $60,000.00





your funds.De2 This bank ranks among the first in the
0 
posit your val- whole state of Kentucky In proportion of :ilk
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: 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits I
e•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• ,
Tenn. Central Time Table
. EAST BOUND
No. 26, Nashville Mail, leaves 
No. 206, Nashville Mail, leaves 
WEST BOUND
No. 821, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mail, arrives
No. 26, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mail, arrives 
6:30 a. m.
. 4:00 p. m.
.11:20 a. in.
8:15 p. m





I. BAILEY IS GUILTY
SEN ENCC.0 TO ONE YEAR IN
TI-It PEW TENTiARY
The Case of Commonwealith Against
A Prominent Citizen of Madison-
vile Is 'Decided.
MADISON VILLE, Ky., Oct.19.—
The case of the eommonwraiLl,
against I. Barley, beet-teary, in the
circuit court Dere, came to a con-
dueron saturday afternoc.n. Specie.
Judge Freriereof Lagrange, has la d
the cruel 111 criarge sinCe Thursday .
Mr. Bailey had been indicted fui
embezzlement. Ho was accused 01
having appropriated money belong-
ing to the Reinecke Coal company,
of this city, while fie was genera.
manager, secretary and treasurer
of that company.
The case created great interest ii.
this community, as Mr.Bailey stood
high in church-, fraternal and social
circles. The jury was out one hour
and returned a verdict committing
Mr. Bailey to the penitentiary for
One year. i he attorneys for the de-
fendant will ask for a new trial, arm
if this is not secured the case is Burt
to go to the court of appeals.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
With local applications, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrah is a blood,oc ponstitutional
disease, andln Orifbr "to 'dire it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is not a quack medicine. II
was prescribed by one of the best
physicians in this country for years
and is a regular prescription. It is
composed of the best tonic know,
combined with the best blood puri-
tient, acting directly on the mucous
surfaces. The perfect cornbivatior
of the two ingredients in what pro-
duces such wonderful results in cur-
ing Catarrab. Send for testimoniah
free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by all Druggists, price 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stiprtion.
OFFICIAL NOTICE
lo Storage Warehousemen and Priz-
e-c For Planttrs A ssociation.
!Notice is hereby given to all wh•
desire contracts to conduct storage
or prizing leitise-A to make applica-
tion for same, by or before the tim•
rif the next meeting of the county
Committee which is Nov. 2.
Please make applicatioe in writing
and send to Sect- -Itatry M. B. King ot
to the undersigned.
' 116i1 to take this opportunity 01
sayit;g a few words in regard to t he-
riattite which wiil be in the prix rs
contract viz: that t 0 prizing house
shall he allowed te receive tobacco
in the stalk. -The object of this
;clause is ebvious, that is to induce
:the fanner to prepare hie tobacco
At home for the prizer. Atai the rea-
son for it is clear to everiy think in
man, viz: that it is believed tire
farmer can. and will classify and
prepare hiseto'fficco better at home
than the prizii g man can, crowded
and overrun as he becomes with to-
bacco on thes; alk. I believe also th,
4armer will b0More careful as to the
girder of his tobaco
. Plainly then the motive of the
board of directors is entirely honest
and directed to the good of those
whom they represent.
It has been. intimated that some
prizers may attempt to get around
this clause by having as a side issue
a stripping house, in another name
it may be, or he will allow his farm-
er friends to bring their tobaeco. to
. his stripping house and do their owl:
• stripping, etc.
I wish right here and now to give
notice to all prizers and peerage men
that any such subterfuge, or indeed
any instrumentality on their part to
defeat, nct the letter of this clause,
but its obvious purpose,shall be tak-
en as sufficient evidence by me that
they are not entitled to a cont*act
for another year, and. I shall use my
utmost endeavor to • prevent him
from getting one, and I Mn con-
vinced the entire counts' committee
is of the same opinion.
[Signed 1 J. L. BARKER,
Chairman.
Hid a Close Call
Mrs. Ada L. Crowe, the widely
known proprietor of the Croom Ho-
tel, Vaughn, Miss., says: For sev-
eral talppths I suffesed with a severe
cough ,and consumption seemed to
have its grip on me when a friend
recommended Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. -.I began taking it and three
bottles affected a complete cure."
The fame of this life saving cough
and col emedy, and lung and
thro eater is world wide. Sold at
ok & Higgins' and Cook's Phar-
macy. 60c and C. Trial bottle free.
‘`41,41/010111awslet
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FISCAL COURT
(From Saturday's Daily)
The fiscal court held a called sea-
son this morning fer the purpose of
a-tending to some road matters.
Chief of these was the providing of
more funds with which to carry on
the work of building new pike*, this
being accompli tool by withdraw ng"
the sum of $10,000 from the proceeds
of the bond sale and which was on
deposit with the City Bank and
placing it in the Planters Bank &
Trust company to the credit ofDa.vid
Smith, treasurer of this fund.
Would Mortgage the Farm
A farmer on Rural Route 2, Em-
,ire, Ga., W. A. Floyd by name,
-ays: "Bucklen's Arnica Salve cur-
ed the two worst sores I ever saw',
me on my hand and one on my leg.
It is worth more than its we ght itt
hold. I would not be without, if I
had to mortgage the farm t. get it."
Only 25c at Cook & Higgins .and at
Cook's Pharmacy.
MANY ARE DEAD.
ALPENA, Mich., Oct. 17—Latest
reports from Metz show that 27 per-
sons lost their lives by the wreck of
the relief train in which they were
fleeing from forest fires. Many oth-
ers are missing.
a-asap—
There are some women who seem
to be perennially southlui. The
grown daughters are companions as
well as children, and the color in the
mother's cheeks, the brightness in
her eyes. the roundness of her form.
all speak of abounding health. What
is hem secret? She is at the middle
age of life, when so many women
or worn, wasted and faded, and yet
time has only ripened her charms.
The secret of this matronly beauty
and health may be told in the brief
phrase, Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription- The general health of
woman is
 1.11110•4011111.••••
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Roycrott Philosophy By gbaertus
Written in a sincere and kindly desire to help the young
who do not know, and the older ones who sometimes forget
•
Every employe pays for superintendence and inspection. Some pay more and
 some less. That
is to say, a dollar-a-day man would receive two dollars a day were it not for 
the fact that some one
has to think lot him, look after him and supply the will that holds him
 to his task. The result is that
he contributes to the support of those who Superintend him. Make 
no mistake about this; incom-
petency and disinclinatisn require supervision, and they pay for it and no
 one else does. The less
you require looking after—the more able you are to stand alone and comelete 
your tasks, the greater
your reward. Then, if you can not only do your work, but dir
ect intelligently and effectively the ef-
forts oe others, 'your reward is in exast ratio, and the more people you can direct and the higher the
intelligence you can rightly lend, the more valuable is your life. T
he law of wages is as as sure and
exact in its working as the Law of the Standard of Life. You 
can go to the very top, and take Edi-
son for instance, who sets a vast army at work and wins not only 
deathless fame, but a fortune, be-
yond the dreams of avarice. And going down the scale you will find
 men who will not work for
themselves and no one can make them work, and so their lives are wor
th nothing, and they are a tax
and a burden on the community. Do your work so well 
that it will require no supervision, and by
doing your own thinking you will save the expense
 of hiring someone to think for you.
SEND CHECK FOR $25 COLOHEO SCHOOLS
TO THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE.
WILL BE UNDER MANAGEMENT
OF LOCAL BOARD.
(From Saturday's Daily) *tinder Agreement, Made Expedient by
The Now Era yesterday mailed a I
check for $26 to Herman Ridder,
treasurer of the Democratic national
campaign committee, this being the
amount which has been contributed
by Democrats through this paper to
the fund to meet the campaign ex-
penses this year.
This does not mean that the work
of taking subscriptions is to be
abandoned here but on the contrary
the New Era will continue to receive
and publicly ackowledge through its
colums every contribution that is
made. Every dollar given will help,
and a hearty response from all over
the country will bring in ample
so intimately related to funds to me
et the heavy obligations
the local health of the delicate wo- which mu
st necessarily be incurred.
'manly organs, that where these are The 
amount already raised arid
diseased the whole body must suffer transmitted to the treasurer, should
"Favorite Prescription dries the de- be an added incentive to other con- board of education to assume con-
hilitating drains, heals ulceration tributors and another generous trol of this school under the new
and inflammation, cures female
weakness and imparts to the deli- check 
should be ready for them in a law. This arrangement was not de-
cate female organs natural vigor and
vitality. Women who have lost
their health and their beauty have
eeen made "robust and rosy cheek-
-id" by the use of this marvelous
medicine.
New Law, White Trustees As-
sume The Control.
SHOT IN SHOULDER
short time. To every person who
gives a dollar we will give an at
tractive button with a splendid like-
ness of William J. Bryan and the
words, "I Have Given my Dollar. derta,ke the m
anagement of the col-
ored school.
Superintendent Hamlett will as-
sume the supervision at once and the
prospect tor a good year's wont is
very bright.
The board of trustees that has had
the management of the colored
school has done most excellent work
and deserves great credit for its ef-
forts to build up a good school. The
board was composed of Peter Pos-
tell, Alex Brent and Geo. Leavell.
No change will be made in the corps
of teachers as County Superintend-
ent Gray reports to the school board
that they are doing efficent wprk.
Did You?"
The wholesome, harmless green
leaves and tender stems of a lung
healing mountainous shrub, give to
Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy its cur-
ative properties. Tickling cr dry
Eugene Loftus was shot in the bronchial coughs quickly and safely
shoulder Friday on Walter Layne,s yield to this 
highly effective cough
farm by John Meadows, a tenant. 
medicine. Dr. Shoop assures moth-
ers that they cr...n with safety give it
Sfeadow was prepairing to more to even very young babies. No op-
-o A rkareats, and Laftus, who is a ium, no chloroform— absolutely
nothing harsh or harmful. It calms
the distressing cough and heals the
sensitive membranes. Accept no
of her. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Sold
er. Th.- wound is not •setious. hy Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., 
e
in-
Meadows skipped li. eorvo rate
d .
butcher at Caeky, went. to the farm
to collect a bill of *2.40. A disuuti
arose and Meadows shot the buten-
GO to the blood, if yott are to drive
011t 110,111118tiSIP. A Wiscitnsin ph -
-ieian, Dr. Shoop, does this with his
Rheumatic Remedy. and with seem- Mr. S. H. McCulloch, an aged
inp success. Rubeon's, says the eted highly respected citizen, re-
doctor, never did cure rheumatism. ' 
It is more than skin deep—it is con- ceived
 a stroke of paralysis yester-
stitutional, always. Because of this day at his home on Second Avenue
principle, Dr. snoop's Rheumatic East. The entire right ride of his
Remedy is perhaps the most popular 1 body is
in existence. It goes by word of , .  
isivolved and his condition
imouth from one to another. ,epry_i is cr tical
.
where. Grateful patients gladly — ......—.....--
spread results. It is an set of hu- Saved His Boy'a Life.
inanity to tell the sick of a way to I "My three-year-old boy was badly
Ilealth. Tell eome sick "tin. Sold constipated, had a high fever and
by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., in- was in an awful condition. I gave
corporated.  I him two dozes of Foley•s Orin° Lax-




is a very imfortant feature
of our business. We do
work for many people we
have never seen; it tomes
to us by mail and express.
Reputation Counts
for Much
It la an acknowledged fact
that while there are other
good jewelers, there are
none whose work has stood




cost more than botches, so
good work, carefully per-
formed, should be worth
more than the careless
bungling of amateurs. We
give all work our personal
attention and our prices
are as low as the kind of
work we do will permit.
Done By Us
Means Well Done
Drop us a line and send us
your work. Call in when




25 Years at 8 N. Main St.
er was gone and he was entlrely well
Fbley's Orino Laxative saved his ; into the water, and raised such a
life." A. Wolkush, Casiner, Wis. I smell, killed all the fish in this part
L. A. Johnson & Co. I of the stream and as a reeult there is
no barrier to the growth and in-
crease of wiggle tails fram which
the mosquito comes. The pools in
the river bed are simply alive with
wiggle tails and the output of mos-
quitoes is constantly on the increase
and Hopkinsville people are suffer-
ing accordingly. The mosquitoes
have even invaded the country and
people there are having their 1
troubles too. A country man was
At a meeting held Friday night
the board of trustees of the city
schools assumed control of the col-
ored publi3 school. This action was
due to the earnest request of the
trustees of the colored school and a
large number of representative col-
ored citizens.
Under the new law passed by the
last he ;islature there are radical
chan,es in the management of the
county schools and it left the col-,
()red school in this city without a
legal board of trustees and it would
have been necessary for the county
desired by the colored people in the
city and after several joint meetings
and a full discussion of the situation
the city school board agreed to tin-
To quickly dispense a cold, drug-
gists are dispensing everywhere a
clever Candy Cold Cure Tablet call-
ed Preventics. Preventics are also
fine for feverish children. Take
Preventics at the sneeze stage to
herd off colds. Box of 48-25c. Sold




PORTSMOUTH, N. H. Oct. 19.—
Battleship Maine 'was sighted this
morning off Porstmouth harbor,
having arrived here after the trip
around the world. The ship was
detached from the Atlantic Squad-
TOM.
A Healthy Family
"Our whole family has enjoyed
good health since we began using Dr
King's New Life Pills. three years
ago," says L. A. Bartlet, of Rural
Route No. 1, Guilford, Maine, They
cleauee and tone the system in a
gentle way that does you good. 25c
at Cook & Higgins and COOK'S Phar
inacy.
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
.Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
charge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main St, Hop-
kinsville. Ky.
The spiteful song of the mosquito
Is heard everywhere. The drouth
has caused Little River to cease its
flow and it is now only a lot of pools.
The' pollution' which •tedently • got
ARMY OFFICER AND HIS
NOVELIST BROTHER ARE
INDICTED FOR MURDER. A
CAPTAIN PETER C. HAINS, JR.
NEW YORK, Oct. 17.— Ca.pt.Peter
Raines and his brother, Thornton
Jenkens lfaines. the novelist, were
jointly indicted today for murder in
the first degree of William E. Annis
at Bayside. Capt. Haines shot and
killed Mr. Annis while his brother,
THORNTON JENKINS HALN_S.
at the point of a revolver prevented
interference by spectators. Mrs.
Peter Haines was involvad in the
scandal. Her husband, it is believed
will rely upon the emdtional insani-
ty plea and not upon the unwritten




will on the above date on the premises miles from Hopkinsville
on the Palmyra road sell to the highest bidder the following: Six Work
Mules and one Young Mule, Two Wagons, Gear, Beds and Frames, One
Binder. One Mower, One Hay Rake, a lot of Plows, Drills, Disks, Cultiva-
tors, Corn Planter and other Farming Implements. One good Family
Horse with Buggy, Fattening Hogs, Sows and Shoats, also •a lot of Hay
and Corn. w2d3 
ies
Terms Made Known on Day of Sale




1 Call or Phone Us Your Orders For
Pure Whiskey or  Brandy,
ai Home Made Blackberry Cordial, etc.
I Try a Case of Frank Fehr's Beer or Malt Tonic,
it will build you up.
First Class Restaurant Attached.
home Phone 1318, Cumb. 134 NO. 11, CENTAL AVENUE
in the New Era office yesterday, one r-ar-ar--ar-ar-or--er-or-a
who claimed that he had never been
bothered with mosquitoes in his life,
and he admitted that at times now
life was a burden because of these
pests.
A Most Worthy Article
When an article has been on the
market. for years and gains friends
every year it is safe to call this me, -
'eine a worthy one.Such is Ballard's
Horehound Syrup. It positively
cures coughs and all pulmonary
diseases. One of the beet known
•, merchants in Mobile, Ala., says:
C "For five years my family has not
)1 been troubled with the winter cough
I e owe this to Ballard,s,Horehound
Syrup. I know it has saved my
h children from 'gaily sick spells."
r sale by L. A. Johnson & Co.
kkiii grab IL" Ink il.,01r) 1Lrink.609141k41.01'"*-11L1
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Contracting Tinners and Plumbers
ROOF PAINTING AND ALL
KINDS OF REPAIR WORK •
For High Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.













Doctor Points Out Dangers of Pills and
Cathartics
"Salts, purgatives, and violent cathar-
tics are dangerous when given babies,
children or delicate women," says a well
known doctor. "Neither should they be
given medicines containing narcotics for
stomach or bowel troubles."
It would be well for mothers to heed
this warning and keep on hand a bottle
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for baby
and herself and for any member of the
family 'that has need of a laxative or a
stomach remedy. It is safe and pleasant
to take and has cured old people of
chronic constipation and dyspepsia of
many years' standing, and yet is harm-
less for a baby as many a happy mother
can testify. It brings natural daily move-
ments, sweetens the stomach, aids di-
gestion and stimulates the torpid liver to
proper action. The children like it. Late
Weathers, the popular hotel man in In-
dianapolis, says: "The children like it,
we all use It and would not be without
it in the house.- Mrs. Mattie Crouch,
Tiptonville, Tenn.. cured her 5 months'
old baby of indigestion with it. 
Mrs.
Almon Willis, Jamaica, Vt., says it saved
her baby's life. Mrs. A. B. Cunningham,
Fresno, Calif., says she can't keep house
without it., It cured her little son of
rheumatism and stomach trouble.
Mrs. Flora Hebrew, Bow Creek, Kan.,
says: "Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
cured my little girl of constipaton. 
I
cannot recommend your splendid remedy
too highly for children."
Mrs. Mary E. Young, Burlington, Ia.
,
writes: "I cheerfully recommend it to
mothers as the best laxative for children."
Mrs. Alice Miller, Canal Dover, Ohio,
has used Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsi
rt
with splendid results as a laxative for
children.
All druggists sell it at 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Pepsin Syrup Co., 301 Cald-
well Bldg., Monticello, Ill., will send a
free sample to any one who has never
it,a fair trial.
114..1.01MILv111•1110•1rab4., Ink IL* 11,641,31r
E. C. Gray V. L. Oates
4 
I G ray& Gates
Proprietors
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Horses Bought and Sold.
East Ninth Street
Phones, Cumh.146, Home 1107
vo.sinpc.ies •141I 411 vare411•4•111.011114.11411,
k Office,
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Offers You the Best Investments
(or Your Savings.
Because it invests its fundssolely in first mort
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because aU f its loans arepayable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.






telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO.. P. 0. Box 27,
New York
NUT ANY FRICTION MICA
BETWEEN AL/JUTANT GENERAL
AND 1HE LOVERNCR
Johnston Declares That Politics
eeen Completely eliminated From
The State Guards.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Oct. 16.—
Apropos of a report which had
been spread in some quarters, and
which has just reached his ears,that
there had been some friction between













































Willson over the political views of Young man, greet bility
the former in the present campaign, attaches to your first v/-4. A yeti
Gen. Johnston made the following begin, so you are likely c it
statement to the newspapers:
, "Permit me to say through your , 
The momentum thst c..f I I. 1.i tO
I columns, to correct mischievious re- a party 
at the negieni • 01 eer-
ports that have been circulated,that political lit' is apt to k p sse4 III
my relations wi, h Gov.Willson have that party unless sole. • eisvel I n
been at all times harmonious, and shakes you out (it it. 5' sir' r t,
that all statements to the contrary
are untrue. He knew when he ap- 
and in order that you iivaS
pointed me adjutaiit general of the right, examine t
he principlee
state that I was an independent parties and the policies we ie.! teey
voter. He has never directly or in-
directly sought to change my atti-
tude, and knows that it has not
changed.
"Nothing has been done by him
or anyone else in authority to in-
fluence the political opinions or acts
of any soldiers because he was a
soldier. Every member of the guard
stands squarely with the governor,
regardless of political affiliations,
for the enforcement of the law. Not
one has been asked to vote for or
against any candidate or to con-
tribute one cant to either party be-
cause of his connection with the
guard.
"It is the purpose of the authori-
ties to keep the organization and
every part of it free from political
pressure or influence of any kind. I
have not been asked to resign. I
raised the question some time back
because the state of my health seem-
ed at that time to require it. Noth-
ing else is likely to change my re-
lations witn the administration.
"All my appointments have been
made without inquiry and generally
without knowledge of the political
opinions of appointees, the only de-
mand of the governor being that
they should be the very best materi-
al available for the places of be fill-
ed. P. P. JOHNSTON."
SOCIETY WOMEN
Some Spend Hundreds of Dollars a
Year on Their Hair.
Leaders of society in New York
know the social value of attractive
hair, and according to a metropoli-
tan newspaper every society woman
spends a great deal of money to
keep her hair beautiful and resplen-
dent.
These women employ highly paid
hair dressers and specialists, and so
long as they have the money to
gratify their desire for beaut!fal
hair, none should complain.
But what about the thousands
upon thousands of women just as
intelligent, just as refined, and just
as lovable as any society women.
who have not the means for expert
hair dressers and specialists?
What are they to do?
Arv they not entitled to beautiful,
lustrous and luxuriant hair?
Most assuredly they are, and
housands of them give thanks daily
to the great scientist and dermatolo-
gist who put within their reach, at a
small price, the marvelous and quick
acting hair tonic known all over
America as Parisian Sage. Cook
4Ss Higgins will sell you a large bottle
of Parisian Sage for 50 cents. It will
make any woman's hair grow thick-
er, more beautiful and more lustrous
in a few weeks.
It cures dandruff by killing the
microbes, and it is guaranteed by
Cook as Higgins to cure dandruff,
stop failing hair and itching scalp in
two weeks, or money back. Get a
bottle while it's on your mind. It is
a most pleasant hair dressing, and
is not sticky or greasy.
For sale by Cook es Higgins or
direct, all express charges prepaid,
from Giroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N.
Y.
Box tiall Alley Moved.
J. Will Smith, of Hopkinsville,
has rented the Kelly building on
Franklin street, which was formerly
occupied by the Star Theatre and
will open a box ball alley. This
game is very popular with both gen-
tlemen and ladies and it will doubt-
less prove so in this city. The alleys
will be installed and ready for busi-
ness next Saturday.—Clarksville 
The answer to this question affects
Leaf Chrouicle, your country. If you are with the
advocate.
There are two great parts orgal iza-
dons in the United 'otttep., one fit ty
years old, and the other teei.
a century old. The





century and under its reign abuses
have grown up which threaten the
perpetuity or the government and
endanger our civilization. So great
are these abuses that Republican
reformers are are now pointing out
that something must be done— and
what can be done? The first thing is
to undo the things that have been
done, and the party to undo these
abuses is not the party which has
done them, but the party which has
protested against these abuses and
pointed out remedies.
The Republican party has turned
the taxing power over to private in-
dividuals; it has allowed monopolies
to grow up and assume control of
the industries of the country by
granting privileges by law and by
giving immunity to the large viola-
tors of the law; the Republican party
has permitted the fortunes of the
predatory rich to become so large
that government is corrupted, poli-
tics debauched and business pollut-
ed.
The Democratic party proposes to
withdraw the taxing power from
private hands, to so legislate as to
make a private monopoly impossible
and to enforce the law without dis-
crimination. It proposes to protect
legitimate wealth and punish those
who attempt to plunder the public
for private gain. On which side do
you stand, young man? Are you
with the masses in their effort to re-
store the government to its old
foundation and make it a govern-
ment, of the people, for the people
and by the people, or are you with
the Republican leaders in their ef-
fort to perpetuate the party in pow-
er by selling immunity in return for
campaign contributions?
aThere are always two parties in the
c suntry, and one is necessarily near-
er to the people than the other. In
this country the Democratic party is
nearer to the people than theRepub-
jean party. Its leaders have more
faith in the people and are more
anxious to keep the government un-
der the control of the people. Take
the election of United Statevena-
tors by the people as a test. The
Democrats want to give the -voters
a chance to elect and control their
representatives in the United States
senate. The Democratic party in the
house of representatives passed
the first resolution for the submis-
sion of the necessary constitutional
amendment. They did this eight
years before any Republican con-
gress did it. The Democratic party
has thrice demanded this reform in
its national platform. The Republi-
can party has not done so • Why do
Democratic leaders insist upon this
reform and Republican leaders op-
pose it? There can be but one answ-
er—the Democratic party is nearer
to to the people than the Republican
party. Young man will you stand
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kt the "1 t•• al meeting the A.
of E. al %I e 71 Ilk 4-4-, the minimum
le lee wa- fixed on various farm
pi odUets, apply. tog, of Ofilll'Se to the
nearest mai Se:, as rollows:
No. 2, wo. sit. $1.10 per bushel.
Oats, 55 cents a bushel.
Rye, 80 eeots a bushel.
White cans, $2 a bushel
Irish potatoes, 76 cents a bushel.
Sweet potatoes, $1 per bushel.
Cattle, $ • 60 per 100 ponndoi.
Flogs, $7 per 100 pounls.
Sheep, $5 to $6 per 100 pounds.
Timothy, $15 per ton.
No prices were fixed on cotton, to-
bacco and other crops, which are
restricted to limited areas, and are
handled by branch associat ons.
pt•ople your influence, be it great or
small, will hasten their victory. If
you are against the people your in-
fluence may retail that victory.But
while in the first instance it is your
country that may gain or lose by
hour action, you must remember
that in the long run your own posi-
tion in politics will depend upon
your conduct.
You cannot fool the people always.
You may lead them astray if you
dare, but they will punish you when
they find you out. You may work
for the people without their recog-
nizing it at first, but you can trust
tnem to discover the character of
your work and to reward you ac-
cord ingly.—The Commoner.
BALLOT A BIG ONE
SEVEN POLITICAL PARTIES ARE
REPRESENTED.
The official form of the ballot to
be used in the November election
has been received in this city.
The ballot shows seven political
parties represented, appearing on
the ballot in the following order:
Republican, Democratic, Prohibi-
tion, Socialist Labor, People's Party
and Independence party.
The Republicans get the first place
by reason of carrying the state for
Willson as the last election.
Two candiJatea for con!Jess,
Stanley, Democrat, and Worsham,
Republican, are to be voted for on
the ballots used here, arid an ad-
ditional column is used for a vote on
the county stock law.
GUARDED HALL
On Recent Visit to Former Home in
Lyon County.
The Paducah Sun says: Captain J.
M. DeWesse, of company E. of the
state guards, stationed at Eddyville,
was in the city today. All of the
troops have been on active guard for
several months. but for the past sev- 1
eral weeks the soldiers have had
nothing to disturb them. Recently
Capt. DeWesse guarded Sanford
Hall,the self-confessed Night Rider,
while he was on a visit to his old
home. No attempts were made to
assassinate him,but no opening were
left by the soldiers. It is thought
that the soldiers will be kept on duty
in the Night Rider district until af-
ter Christmas. even should there not
be any fresh outbreaks.
Announcements.
We are authorized to announce J.
M. Renshaw as a candidate for the
office of sheriff of Christian county,
Kentucky, oa the Republican ticket.
Election November 3, 1908.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR noticms Ran16.03 /log Trial Bottle Free





dit.0041IO! 3 PER CENT.
,AV2t.setiii,!,.-PrepardaonforAs-
sirailatinl; tie Feed atriRegda-
ting the Stomachs ancll3oweis of
•
Promotes DiVstion,Citeerftil
nc ss and Rest.Cont.a ins neittur
0 pilau Morphine nor Mineral.
NOT NARCOTIC.










Aperfect Remedy for Constipa-:
tion , Sour Stomach,Diarrivea
Worms ,Comul sions.Fewrish-
ness and Loss or SLEEP.







































THE CENTAUR COMPANY, NEW TONIC errv.
Tenn. Central Time Tdbi
EAST BOUND
No. 26, Nashville eifail, leaves
No. 206, Nashville Mail, leaves 
WEST BOUND
No. 321, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mail, arrives  11:21.
No. 26, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mail, arrives  ' 8:1s









Let us place a little
a little Gas Heater






iCty : Fish: Market
6th St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
Fish and Oyster Season Now Open
We respectfully solicit a share of your trade for the following: Fresh
Fish, including Buffalo, Cat, Croppies and Red Snappers; also Live and
Dressed Chickens; Fruits and Vegetables. These supplies can be had of
us every day in the week at reasonable prices. Respectfully
GEORGE HUBBARD, Proprietor
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The Dress Goods Section has selected a 
number of lines of NEW FALL FABRICS to offer in a GREAT SALE for TEN DAYS beginning SATURDAY
OCT. 24th. It is a ntoney-saving eratit of tti
e rarest sort. Such great values as these at this time of the year are extraordinary in the extreme.
Dress Goods.
62 inch Ali- Watoil Broad Cloths in black &Lid
 colors $1.00 value,
go at yard, 
83c
62 inch Best Grade All-Wool Broad Cloth,
 Lustrous Satin Finish,
in black, brown, red, reseda, grey, tan, myrtle
 copen- el on
‘p Ca
liagen #1; 60 and $1.76 valde, go at yard 
 I ei
42 inch ACWool Chevrota Suiting, colors na
vy, brown and75c
blacic, WOO value; go at yard 
60 inch (heating Serge, colors black, navy brown, 
wine, green 98c
and tan, $1.25 value; go at yard 
44 inch Panama Suiting. colors navy, brown and ta
n; $1.0059c
valne: ge at yard ............ ..7 .
38 inch Wool Artilure Suiting, colors brown, navy, cas
tor and 69c
and tam, $1.00 value; go at yard 
61 inch All-Wool Plain Worsted Suitings; colors, win
e, red, reseda,




go at yard 
t;
New Fall Silks.
Without adoubt we are presenting SOIllt, Mrlit unusual as well •as
welcome bargains of the Fall Seasons in this sale of New Silks be-
ginning Saturday, Oct. 24, and continuing for ten days.
1,500 yards All-Silk Chiffon Finished Taffeta Silks in variety of
colors and white and cream; 59c value. 48cSale price per yard
85c quality Chevron Stripe Messelaine Silk in all the leading en„,
colors; special sale price a yard U
19 inch All-Silk Messelaine, extra brilliant finish; 15 different col
ors to select from; regular 753 value;
Sale price per yard 59c
30 inch good quality Rustling Black Taffeta Silk; regular 75c a n
value; sale price per yard ...... Vac
Extra good quality Lustrous Black Taffeta Silks; an untuual good
value at regular price- $1.00 per ya,
Sale price per yard 88c
Gloves of Quality.
$1.00 per pair two-clas
p Kid Gloves, in the favored shades
•for fall; real $1.25 quality.
1.5n per pair two-clasp 
French Kid Gloves, in new fall
V shades; $1.75 quality
1600 per pair one clasp 
Capeskin Gloves. P. X. M.; $1.25
Oade. Special Sale price $1.
3.00 per pair 16-button 
French Kid Gloves in white, black and
alt fashionable colors, real $3.50 quality.
•
Lace Curtain Opportunities
Are presented in this special selling event. Saturday Curtains of
Excellent Qualities with pric about one-third less than regular.
8n, per pair, Lace Curtaiie=, 3 yards long, usual width, in new all-
over or plain center patterns; good value at $1 20.
$1 . 15 Peeriirr 3 ir,varjrade: 
nu,r,ta4i8n 
to 
. , a large as siodret t in  
value.
 n e: w pat-
$3.98
long, 




, 54 itiches 
aa$n4d00Bat v lueter  be/ g p a ttea ns ;
Stirring Linen Sale
The mere mention of a Linen sale at this store carries with it a
message of economy and good value impossible to equal elsewhere.
For ten days our already low prices are redaced.
Turkey Red and White Table Damask 60 inches wide, best A 
quality, fast colors, 50c values, special price a yard ..
o
c9•10
Extra goo.] quality bleached Table Damask, warraoted all A oc
pure linen 50c value, special price a yard...
Fine quality bleached Table' Linen 70 and 72 in. wide, Satin 87
finish special $1 00 value, special price a yard....
Extra good quslity 38 inch wide Linen Cambric medium og
weights, Beetle finish; for ladies shirt waists, 35c value at LUC
Yard wide extra good quality Sheer Linen Handkerchief Or
cambric. 5Oc value, sale price yard  t;
Better quality very Sheer Linen Handkerchief Cambric, 
3650inches wide, 65c value, 16 a 19 price a yard  C
Bleached Table Linens 72 inches wide; extra fine qualities; In
come in new patterns, With open borders, $1.60 values at. IsIU
Napkins to match at 10 per cent Discount
New Wash Fabrics
Amoskeag Outing Cloth in light and dark grounds, 27 inches I n
wide, good heavy quality, per yard.  .• • s %PC
25 pieces good heavy Madras Shirting. book fold, 32 inches 01 „
wide, worth 15c yard. Sale price per yard  .. Ual;
Bordered Percales 86 inches wide, fast colors, worth 123ic yd I n,
Sr-le price per yard I Ut;
Galatea Cloth "Hydegracle" in solid colors, figures and 1 r,
stripes, regular price 20c yd._ Sale price per yard  I VU
All Standard Brand Calicoes per yard   - 5c
Fleece Flannelettes in borders and figures, 27 ineh wide, good I n,
heavy quality 12'c value, Sale price per yard  I lib'
Women's Fall and Winter Underwear and Hosiery
hese chilly dais betoken that winter is near at hand thus
 necessitating heavier underwear
adiee' Light; Fleeced, ankle-lenght Drawers - High neck,
  25c
%dies' Bleached Lightweight corset cover-High neck 25c
long sleeves 
Lil4htweight "Merode" Union Suits, high neck, long 75c
sleeves, ankle length, $1 value-Sale price 
Merode" Hand Finished ests and Pants. Vests high neck 
50c
long sleeves; Pants ankle length. at .
Merode" Hand Finished Cotton Union Suits, long sleeve $ I 00
ankle letwth, per suit 
7.ferode•A4and Finished-Union Suits, in white Merino el rn
lurr sleeves, ankle length, Suit 
  49 I liJU





The value in these P10:4 are $15.00
to $16 50. Serges, Broadcloth and
Worstcds, newest styles at $9.75
suits $12.75
kVe have put many of our $;r2.30
and $18.50 lines in this lot besides




Simon's Guaranteed Rustling Silk
Petticoats 4 different styles, all color
new shades worth $5 at 3.98.
.98
Mertadso.* Hand.Finisted Merino Vests and Pants white
and natural. Garment. 
$ I .00
These specials will be most gladly welcomed
Children's "Merode" Hand Finished Union Suits, medkum 75c
weight. Suit..
Children's "'Mnnsing"•Uao i Suits, heavy weight, cotton 50c
fleeced, Suit.
Ladies Munsing Union Saite, heavy weight, cotton fleeced 50c
Stilt.................. ....... 
............... .......
Ladies' Black Cotton ITo--e - Fall weight, high spliced heel 29c
and toe, garter top; 35c va; ue 
Ladies' Black and Tan Cotton Hose Fall weight, high. I .00spliced heel and toe, garter top, special 35c or 3 for.
Ladies' Heavy Black Ingrain Lisle Hose-Double heel aud 
50c
toe, garter top, special.
Ladies' Holeproof Hose-In Black and tan; 6 pairs with








it Yard Hope Bleached Domestic.
OC Yard Masonville and Lonsdale Bleached Domestic.
2 5cYard Pepperell 10-4 Bleached Sheeting.
22 CYard Pepperell 10-4 Brown Sheeting
I O Yard extra good heavy weight unbleached Cotton Flannel,c 30 inches wide, worth 12 yard, special sale price 10c yard.
ensational S
••••••am•••••••••••••••••
le Ladies Fine Tailored Suits
ANI•2111111=1
100 Women's and Misses Tailored Suits, Samples Secured by Our Res
ident
New York Buyer at Far Underprice
Reached Us Yesterday, and To Them We Have A
dded SEVENTY-FIVE OF OUR ORIGINAL STOCK. All of Them



















and Brown, plains and fan-
cy gored, your choice at
One-Fourth Off.
$2.95 J AOCDKDE T S 3 • 9 5
76 Odd Jackets, Misses and
Ladies, loose and semi-fit-
ted, plaids and checks, all
wool materials, reg. $5 and




Silk and Satin Rubberized
Raincoats, in all colors of
satin and stripe Taffeta, $10
to $12 value s at $8.76.
Suits ,,,5
at
We have put many of our $25 lines
in this lot, besides Sample Suits
worth even $30 in this lot at $19.76.
!lilts 25.00
The sample suits in the lot are
worth $35 and we have put some of
our 37.50 suits in this lot at $25.00.
Suits
at 39.75
The sample suits in this lot are
worth $45 to 00. The best of every
thing make material and style and
trimming at $39.76.
Railroad Fares
Are refunded at this store. Buy $15
.03 in any or all departments
and we refund your railroad fare skithin
 a radius of 25 miles. Get




Are refunded at this store. Buy $25.00 in any or all departments
and we refund your railroad fare within a radius of 50 miles.
receipt from your agent.
t7'
Get
.•:
